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“Friends'Provident chose Ce
for floor-life assurance
Cemac installed this Snaplock
access floor system with a high
pressure laminate tile surface in
two stages. The first was eighteen
months prior to the extension.
This extension doubled the size
of the computer area and it is
virtually impossible to spot the
join line. Cemac also supplied
the ceilings and partitions.
The floor supports an IBM
system which runs side by side
with a Univac 90/30 and is
used to process life insurance
information. The IBM system
consists of one 4331 processor,

three 3410 tape drives, six
3310 disc packs, one 2501
reader, one 3202 line printer
and one 3287 printer.
The floor also supports two
4.5 ton air conditioners which
supply air directly into the room.
Cemac Tate's all-metal access
floor system otters four panel
sizes, with or without stringers
and the widest range of finishes -

high pressure laminate, wood
parquet, cork and vinyl asbestos as well as antistatic carpet.
Cemac also has a patented,
adjustable pedestal base which
ensures a level floor on a sloping
slab. So, for access flooring,
or complete office interior layout
(floors, systems furniture, ceilings,
partitions and task or ambient
lighting), call Cemac Interiors.

Brochures and details from Cemac Interiors:
Sydney.............2903788
Melbourne........4198233
Brisbane.......... 221 5099

Licensees:
Adelaide............. 453656
Hobart................295444
Perth................. 4447888
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"News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas developments in
the computer industry including new products, interest
ing techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical
events of interest.

THE WORLD’S NO. 1 COMPUTER
EXHIBITION AND CONGRESS,
MELBOURNE, OCTOBER ’80
The controlling body of world computer interests,
the International Federation of Information Processing
(IFIP), sponsors a major world computer congress and
exhibition every three years.
The 1FIP 8th World Computer Exhibition, in Mel
bourne from October 14-19, will be the world’s largest
during 1980.
Because of the rapid developments in computer tech
nology worldwide, and our ever-increasing reliance on
computers, the computer industry is expected to become
the single largest industry this year.
To accommodate this growth, the 1980 IF IP Congress
and Exhibition has been split between Tokyo and Melb
ourne, with thousands of delegates to attend both venues.
Melbourne can boast the larger exhibition by several
thousand square metres.
Computer and allied equipment suppliers from
around the globe have reserved space in Melbourne.
Nothing so grand has been seen in this country previously,
nor is likely to be repeated this century.
Millions of dollars worth of the very latest equipment
will go on display. Buyer interest will range from small to

large companies, government departments and overseas
governments.
Visitors to Melbourne will enjoy the bonus of two
additional, concurrent exhibitions — the 1st International
Flome and Office Computer Fair and an Office Equipment
Exhibition.
The 8th World Computer Congress carries the theme
“Challenges of a Computer Presence”.
The Congress is split between Tokyo (October 6-9)
and Melbourne (October 14-17).
Thirty-six world prominent computer scientists and
practitioners from 12 countries will present invited papers.
Over 110 papers from industry leaders in 46 countries will
be delivered during the Congress.
For further information on the 8th World Computer
Exhibition, The First International Home and Office Com
puter Fair and the Office Equipment Exhibition, please
contact Peter Petherick of Riddell Exhibition Promotions
Pty Ltd, 166 Albert Road, South Melbourne, 3205, Tel:
(03) 699-1066.
Enquiries relating to the Congress should be sent to
IFIP Congress 80, GPO Box 880G, Melbourne, 3001,
Victoria.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS
8TH WORLD COMPUTER EXHIBITION
(At time of Publication)
AWA Limited
ADAPS
Ampec Electronics
Anderson Digital Equipment
Pty Ltd
Australian General Electric
(Sales) Ltd
Australian Alpha Micro
Anadex
Bell & Howell Aust. Pty Ltd
Burroughs Limited
Canon Australia
Computer Vision Aust.
Cullinane Aust.
Commonwealth Bank
Computer Associates Pty Ltd
Computer Company Pty Ltd

Computer Decisions Pty Ltd
Computer Movements Australia
Computer Reporting Services
Pty Ltd
Computer Sciences of Aust.
Pty Ltd
Computer Tape Storage
Computer Technology
Computerland Australia Pty Ltd
Computerworld Pty Ltd
Control Data Australia Pty Ltd
D.A. Book Depot Pty Ltd
Data 100 Pty Ltd
Data General Australia Pty Ltd
Datacraft Pty Ltd
Datamatic Pty Ltd
Datatel Pty Ltd

Jones & Rickard new range of
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i FREQUENCY CHANGERS
, j & MAINS ISOLATION SETS
*

J & R 50 KVA 50/60 HZ 600 R.P.M.
Single Shaft Brushless
Frequency Changer.

• Predominantly single shaft brushless construction.
• Bodies assembled on building plugs - to minimise weight,
cost and manufacturing time.
• High performance necessary for computer and aircraft
ground support supplies.
• Control Gear mounted above andpre-wired to machines
- to reduce installation costs.
• Jones & Rickard sets operating in all Australian mainland
States.
Our Services include: Dynamic Balancing-All weights and
sizes, Heavy Electrical Rewinding and Repairs, Lifting
Magnet Manufacture and Repair, G.E. of U.S. Franchised
Service Shop.

JONES & RICKARD
PTY. LTD.
SINCE 1926
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869 South Dowling Street,
Waterloo, Sydney 2017.
Telephone 663 3938
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HOW TO GET 16 DUMB1200BPS
TERMINALS ON ONE 4800 BPS LINE,
FULLY ERROR PROTECTED

Instal our COMDATA 500
Intelligent Statistical Multiplexor
SfBBIBBlB 500
CQVtCATA

Dual Micros
Tectran’s COMDATA 500 series is the
most powerful in its class, with unique
dual microprocessor architecture. Whilst
one micro handles the computer link, the
other manages 4,8, 12 or 16 terminals.
COMDATA 500

MICRO
COMPUTER

M CRO
COMPUTER

4-16
ASYNCHRONOUS
TERMINALS

19.2K BPS, the COMDATA 500 can
handle up to 40% more link downtime
without loss of data.

Throughput
Our special link protocol and elastic
buffers mean higher throughput.
Compare our 11.5ms handling time to
33ms for a popular competitor. Or
38.9ms compared to their 99ms.

TECTRAN
COMDATA 500

Terminal Handling Power
The model 500 has exclusive multidrop
multiplexing, and the highest composite
terminal speed capability in the industry
(4,8 terminals : 38.4K BPS. 12, 16
terminals 76.8K BPS). It’s awinner:
Xon/Xoff, Auto speed, locai echo,
carriage return padding are all standard.
CPU - 500 -G3—500
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1200 BPS Terminal
4800 BPS Link

300 BPS Terminal
2400 BPS Link

11.75ms

38.9ms

33ms

99ms
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Printer Handling
Two more exclusive facilities are
alternate statistical algorithm and space
coded compression. Often blocks of
printer data need to be handled slower,
not faster causing VDU strangulation.
We’ve got it, the others haven't. Count
the spaces in your report print lines. Now
you’ll see how COMDATA saves link
traffic by coding those spaces.

High Speed Link
Our front end processor operates a
frame-oriented bit protocol, with full error
protection through an auto repeat
request buffer system. With speeds up to

Diagnostics and Maintenance
Our unit is the only multiplexor with
sixteen, single keystroke diagnostic
routines and alpha display. OEM’s and
distributors are raving about our
on-board Hewlett Packard " Signature
Analysis. Easy maintenance means low
cost of ownership.

It’s a team
What’s more, the model 500’s brother, the
COMDATA 600 is the only Programmable
Concentrator under $10,000 to handle 9
different protocols simultaneously. The
500 and 600 are over 90% parts
compatible.
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Call or write for even more reasons why
you should multiplex with Tectran
COMDATA 500’s

TECTRAN CORPORATION PTY. LTD.
Telephone:

Sydney(02)290 2866
Adelaide (08) 79 9211
Wellington, N.Z. 851 379

Write:

P.O. Box C168 Clarence Street,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000
P.O. Box 27345,
Wellington, New Zealand
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TECTRAN

Datec Pty Ltd
Datronics Corporation Ltd
DOS Operative Services
Dunn Air Conditioning Pty Ltd
Dynetics Pty Ltd
EAI-Electronic Associates Pty
Ltd
Electro Medical Engineering
Pty Ltd
Electronic Control Systems
Pty Ltd
Facom Australia Ltd
Fire Fighting Enterprises
(Aust) Limited
GKN Mills
General Automation Australia
Pty Ltd
General Systems Pty Ltd
Grace Bros. Transport Group
Horas Development Group
Pty Ltd
Hartley Computer Pty Ltd
Hewlett Packard Australia
Pty Ltd
Hiross (Australia) Pty Ltd
Honeywell Information
Systems
IBM Australia Ltd
Industrial Computer Systems
Pty Ltd
Industrial Micro Systems
Intelec Data Systems
International Computers
(Australia) Pty Ltd
Kalamazoo Aust. Ltd
Kenelec (Australia) Pty Ltd
Keyboard Training Pty Ltd
Keyline Pty Ltd

King-Smith & Associates
Pty Ltd
Kodak Australasia Pty Ltd
Lancaster Engineering
Logic Shop Pty Ltd
Magnetic Media Services
Management Information
Systems Pty Ltd
Mentat Computer Services
Micropad Pty Ltd
Mitsui Computer Systems
Australasia Pty Ltd
Modern Office Equipment
Pty Ltd
Multi Form Printers Pty Ltd
Moore Paragon Australia
Limited
NCR Australia Limited
Nashua Australia Pty Ltd
Nixdorf Computer Pty Ltd
North Holland Publishing Co.
Olivetti Australia Pty Ltd
OTC
P. Stat
Pacific Communications Pty Ltd
Pacific Computer Weekly
Perkin-Elmer Data Systems
Pty Ltd
Perspective Management
Services
Philips Data Systems
Plessey Data Systems
Prime Computer of Aust. Ltd
Rank Electronics
Raytheon International Data
Systems
Saztec Systems
Seeforth Computer Systems
Pty Ltd

Shannon Systems
Sigma Data Corporation
Australasia Pty Ltd
Specialised Computer Services
Sperry Univac
Standard Telephone & Cables
Pty Ltd
Storage Technology of Australia
Pty Ltd
System One Pty Ltd

Systems T echnology
Tech way Pty Ltd
Telecom Australia
Tektronix Australia Pty Ltd
3M Australia Pty Ltd
Trudata Pacific
Wang Computer Pty Ltd
Warburton Franki Industries
(Melb.) Pty Ltd
Zap Systems

DATA GENERAL AT IFIP CONGRESS ’80
Data General Australia Pty Ltd will display its most
advanced and powerful computer system, the ECLIPSE
MV/8000, and the smallest of its Commercial Systems
line, the CS/10, at IFIP Congress ’80.
The MV/8000, introduced only in May this year,
meets the expanding market demand for “super”
minicomputers and can be used with as many as 128
terminals at one time.
Its 32-bit wide word-length system has some of the
industry’s most advanced hardware and software features,
including the capability to handle programs 32 times larger
than the IBM 4300 series and 16 times the Digital Equip
ment Corporation VAX-11 /780.
The system has AOS/VS, one of the industry’s most
advanced operating systems, that is supported by an array
of standard computational and commercial programming
languages including FORTRAN (1977), COBOL, PL/1
and BASIC.
The MV/8000 is the industry’s first computer to
bridge the product compatibility gap between traditional
(Continued on page V at back)
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We offer good advice on how
to add, subtract, multiply,
divide and conquer.
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Want to add to your understanding of your market,
subtract the guesswork from business decisions, multiply
profits, divide your workload and conquer a mountain of
information? Computer Sciences of Australia can help
you do all these things, and more.
Computer Sciences of Australia, through our
Network Services Division, System Services Division and
our specialist mining exploration group Earth Science
Computer Services, provides a range of professional
services to the users of computers.
So why not talk to us at the Computer Congress
about how we can help you.
SYSTEM SERVICES DIVISION. General
consulting; design, development and implementation of

(csa)

information systems; communications engineering;
systems management; software packages.
NETWORK SERVICES DIVISION. The Division s
national communications and data processing services
link all mainland capitals and major industrial centres
including Newcastle, Geelong and the Pilbara region to
CSA’s powerful computer facilities in Sydney; proven
software programs for commercial, scientific,
engineering and technical applications.
EARTH SCIENCE COMPUTER SERVICES.
Specialised computer services to the Australian mining
and mineral exploration industries through
professionally staffed offices in Sydney, Brisbane and the
Hunter Valley.

Computer Sciences ofAustralia

PTY. LTD.

Sydney (02) 4390033 Melbourne (03) 267 2533 Brisbane (07) 229 3966 Canberra (062) 478611 Adelaide (08) 2726788 Perth (09) 3868266.

Earth Science Computer Services Pty. Ltd.

Sydney m) 597 3322 Brisbane m 311343 smgieton «>65) 12 3733
H599
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Editorial
With the present issue the Journal acquires a new Editor. I have been overseeing the editorial side of
the operation since 1 May, after Tony Montgomery stepped down as Editor because of pressure of work in
other spheres. During his term of almost four years, Tony made a strenuous effort to upgrade the technical
quality of the Journal, in two different ways. First, he organized the Editor’s office to place the editorial
processing of manuscripts and book reviews on a more streamlined footing. Second, he moved to increase
the overseas visibility of the Journal, in both readership and review and abstract journal representations. I
hope that during my own term of office I will be able to, with the assistance of members of the Editorial
Committee and other people interested in the well-being of the Journal, build upon the foundation laid by
Tony, and continue the effort to establish the Journal as a high quality computing publication of regional
and international standing.
Although the present issue was processed by myself, the credit for it must go to Tony, who made the
plan to publish a “special glamour issue” on the eve of the major computing event of 1980 in Australia:
the 8th World Computer Congress (14-17 October, Melbourne). The issue contains specially invited papers
from a number of Australian organizations actively engaged in computing research and development, and is
meant to give readers an overview of the contribution Australia is currently making to computing science
and technology. About 1600 extra copies of the issue were printed, 1000 for distribution to overseas dele
gates to the Congress, and the remaining copies to be posted to various computing groups around the world,
to bring the contents to the international computing community.
I now wish to make some general remarks to our overseas “guest readers”. The first point I would like
to get across is that research in general, and computing research in particular, are not well funded in this
country in proportion to its wealth. Although the total cost spent on education and research may seem res
pectable if not generous, this mostly reflects the fairly high level of labour cost here, and the amount of
money actually spent on the research activities is quite low. While there are large scale computing research
and development projects, these generally have very practical and immediate objectives. Basic research,
limited to the university computer science departments, receives very little support. Furthermore, the
departments are mostly small in size but have to cope with large undergraduate enrolments, a situation
created by a rapidly increasing interest in computers at a time when education funding is under tight
control, which prevented staff and support facilities from keeping pace with student numbers. This not
only severely limits the amount of time available for research, but also meant that group efforts are hard to
organize, since it is possible to provide a complete range of computing courses with a small group of staff
only if one appoints people with diverging individual specialties. Thus, computing research here is largely a
question of individual effort.
But even in the face of these constraints it is still possible to do some good work. Perhaps this issue of
the Journal, by taking a positive look at what we have done despite everything, will provide some
encouragement to everyone concerned.
C.K. Yuen
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The CSIRONET
Local Computer Network
G.L. Wolfendale*
This paper describes work carried out to integrate hosts into a resource sharing network via a
high speed bus, Network Systems Corp’s (NSC) HYPERchannel, involving protocol and software
development. This latter is referred to as the local network.

1.

THE CSIRONET LOCAL NETWORK ARCHI
TECTURE
CSIRONET consists of a communications network
involving about 1000 interactive terminals and nearly
200 other devices (line printers, card readers, etc.), plus a
network of host computers that provide computing re
sources for network users.
At present the host computer systems that are
being integrated as a resource sharing ‘local’ network are:
(a)
CYBER 76
(b)
FACOMM190
(c)
CYBER 170
(d)
FACOM M150F
Tapes, discs, printers, microfiche output, etc., are
either directly connected to each host or are accessible
remotely via the NSC HYPERchannel. Tapes can also be
accessed via an automated tape library (CALCOMP ATL),
which is controlled by the FACOM Ml90 system. Fig. 1
shows the network as it is currently configured.
The NSC HYPERchannel and the local network
configuration is described in more detail in refs. 1, 2 and
Wolfendale (1979 a, b and 1980).
Given the physical structure adopted for the net
work, it was then necessary to define the logical (pro
tocol) level at which commonality could be found and
implemented on machines with different architectures
and operating systems.
2.

LOCAL NETWORK PROTOCOL AND DEVELOP
MENT PROJECTS
Since there are no standard protocols for resource
access and sharing, it has been decided to adopt an exist
ing protocol developed by CDC, already functioning on
the CYBER 76 system.
This protocol is based on the concept of a ‘station’,
which is an intelligent controller of resources, in partic
ular permanent files, job output files and job input streams.
Two stations can communicate via the protocol, pass and
receive control messages, and stream data.
A station can be either central (a controller and
manager of resources) or ‘active’ (a user of central resources
or suppier of resources to a central station). CDC station
protocol is described in more detail in 3. On the basis of
this model, development work was instigated on the M“Copyright © ,1980, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

series FACOM machines to implement station protocol
and to support it over the HYPERchannel in communic
ation with CYBER systems or other M-series systems
running developed software.
This project implemented the software as an access
method (STAM — Station Access Method) under the
OSIV/F4 operating system which corresponds to IBM’s
MVS in functionality, and was completed at the end of
1979.
Internally, this project is referred to as project B.
The functions provided by the system are:
(a)
job submission from the CYBER 76 to theOSIV/F4
system;
(b) Transmission of spooled output files between the
two systems;
(c)
Transmission of permanent (catalogued) files bet
ween the two systems;
and recently added
(d) job submission from the OSIV/F4 system to the
CYBER 76.
Thus CSIRONET interactive users of the CYBER
system can submit OSIV/F4 jobs via the CYBER, and
receive output at nodes on the communications network.
The OSIV/F4 interactive system, TSS, is not directly
accessible via this system.
Work is in progress to make the OSIV/F4 and
CYBER (SCOPE, NOS/BE) systems available to CSIRO
NET users directly over the HYPERchannel for both inter
active and batch access.
The OSIV/F4 systems are being augmented to stream
remote traffic, controlled by OSIV’s VTAM (Virtual
Telecommunications Access Method), to and from devices
on the communications network by means of I/O inter
ception and mapping on to STAM. Also, station support
on the OSIV/F4 systems is being enhanced to be ‘central’
rather than just active as at present. This project is known
as project C.
In parallel with these developments, design and
implementation of resource sharing on the local network
is under way. In particular, project G is directed at pro
viding access to shared discs and tapes for CYBER and
FACOM systems. On the OSIV/F4 systems, software is
under development to provide ‘transparent’ access so that
remote and shared devices are treated in exactly the same
way as directly connected on-line devices even at as low
a level as the Basic I/O System in OSIV/F4.
The ensuing sections of this paper describe pro
jects B, C and G in more detail.

*The author is with CSIRO Division of Computing Research, Canberra. Manuscript received 23 July 1980.
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CSIRONET

LOWER CYBER
(170)
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Current Connection
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Adapter numbers given in Hex.
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HYPERCHANNEL

A220
A 410
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A510

PORT 0

Channel 6

PORT 1
DR11B

FACOM

CSIRONET
NETWORK
FRONT-END
PDP-11

DISK
M — 190

------ CONTROLLER

DRUB
C0Mp80
CONTROLLER
PDP-11/34

DR11B
GRAPHICS
PDP-11/40

ATL CONTROLLER
COMp80

Figure 1. Configuration of the CSIRONET local network

3.

STATION-STATION LOCAL NETWORK LINK PROJECTB
The main constructs in station protocol are:
1.
Station — an intelligent manager/controller of com
puting resources. A central station is a source of
resources for, usually, several ‘active’ stations which
can transmit or receive data to or from a central
station, and obtain status information concerning
the resources managed by the central station (jobs,
queues, files, etc.).
2.
Station-station link — a logical connection between
two stations, implemented over a physical path. In
the case of the CSIRONET local network, the phy
sical connection is via a PPU, A120 and A220 adapt
ers, and a block multiplexer channel (see Fig. 1).
3.
Subchannel — a logical and multiplexed link over a
station-station link. The CYBER implementation of
station protocol is based on 6-bit fields, allowing
64 subchannels per station-station link. Subchannel
0 is treated as an administrative and co-ordinating
subchannel, whereas subchannels 1-63 are used for
data transfers over the link.
In effect there can be supported only 31 data sub
channels per link, since each data subchannel requires
a corresponding ‘reply’ subchannel (for subchannel i,
its reply subchannel is 63-i).
On the OSIV/F4 system an access method (Station
Access Method — STAM) was designed to model this
protocol. This was in the form of user macros accessible
to application programs.
86

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In summary —
A user SOPEN’s a link between two named stations
on the network. The user needs no knowledge of
station addresses or the local network, only names.
This causes STAM to load a unique module that
specifies the details necessary to further load soft
ware that handles the station protocol and HYPER
channel traffic. For example, if the target station is
the CYBER 76 SCOPE system, then software is
loaded that handles necessary data conversions,
record format conversions and the 60-bit oriented
protocol. System dependencies of this kind are
hidden from the user, although options are pro
vided to enable a user to have access to raw data.
The loaded software then ‘logs on’ to the target
station to establish a link.
Once a station-station link has been so established,
the user can SINQUIRE to find details of files wait
ing for transmission or requests for files still out
standing.
On the basis of SINQUIRE data, the user can then
OPENSC (Open sub-channel) to establish a link to
enable data transmission between the two stations
(in either direction).
On an open sub-channel, the user can SREAD or
SWRITE data until data transmission is completed
or aborted due to errors.
After a data stream has been completed the user
then issues a CLOSESC to free up the corresponding
subchannel.
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Figure 2. Structure of STAM — Station Access Method

6.

A user issues an SCLOSE to terminate a stationstation link.
An application can have multiple subchannels con
currently open, transmitting or receiving data.
Based on these macros, a station READER/WRITER
system was developed to support job submission to/from
the CYBER system and spooled output transmission back
to CSIRONET devices via the CYBER based remote I/O
(RIO) system and back to CYBER-based interactive
sessions.
Also, it supports the transmission of output files
to DCR’s Computer Output on Microfiche (COMp80)
system, via the CYBER system.
Project B software structures and user interface are
shown in Fig. 2.
4.

LOCAL NETWORK ACCESS TO CSIRONET
USERS AND DEVICES - PROJECT C
This project involves the connection of a CSIRO
NET ‘front-end’ PDP11 to the HYPERchannel to handle
traffic to and from hosts on the local network.
The main task in project C was to make OSIV/F4
and its ‘interactive subsystem’ (TSS — Timesharing Sys
tem) available to CSIRONET users without intervention
by the existing CSIRONET host - the CYBER 76.
This is being achieved by adopting an existing
CSIRONET protocol, CNIO, and mapping it, via STAM,
with VTAM — an existing access method on OSIV/F4.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

Figure 3. Project C system for CSIRONET traffic processing

VTAM was adopted because TSS traffic is handled by
VTAM.
The ‘mapping’ between VTAM and CNIO is carried
out by an interceptor system, which traps all I/O requests,
and if the request is on a device corresponding to a CSIRO
NET device then directs the data over the HYPERchannel
to/from the CSIRONET device.
The mapping between the interceptor I/O requests
and device data streams is carried out by STAM, so that
data streams (in or out) correspond to subchannels over a
station-station link.
Fig. 3 illustrates the implementation of Project C.
Also, in project C, central station support is being
developed to enable other local network hosts to access
or transmit job control data, informational messages or
data files.
The central station system (CSS) enables TSS
(CSIRONET) interactive users to access information
covering jobs and output files on the local host or on a
remote host.
This work will also enable CSIRONET users to
access the CYBER systems as hosts over the HYPER
channel.
5.

SHARED ACCESS TO DISCS AND TAPES PROJECTG
Using the interceptor system developed for project
C, I/Os to and from remote devices on the HYPERchannel
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CSIRONET
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PROCESS TAPE/DISK channel programs
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I/O
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A220
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accessed by other hosts
HYPERchannel
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STAM support on CSIRONET RSX11M hosts on PDP11
machines.
The key theme in the local network is ‘distributed
access to centralised resources’, and the key concept is
that of a system-independent protocol and interface to
provide a model for the local network. Station protocol
was adopted since it already existed on the CYBER systems
although it is not adequate for a general purpose resource
sharing protocol.
It is part of the research effort in DCR to develop a
general protocol and user interface to handle such res
ources as CPUs for job processing; storage for sets of
records; memory for large array processing, etc. Station
protocol is too limited for such a general protocol. To
achieve this we are actively involved in ISO TC97/SC16
committee engaged in the definition of open-systems
architecture. In particular we are involved in protocol
definition for resource sharing.
There has developed a rather extensive bibliography
for local networks. The papers most directly relevant to
the work described in this paper are Thornton (1980),
Szurkowski (1978), Franck (1979) and Hopkins (1979).
The work described in this paper was funded by a
joint development project between DCR, CSIRO and
FACOM Australia.
There are many internal documents defining the
described systems, copies of which can be obtained from
the Publications Assistant, DCR, CSIRO, P.O. Box 1800,
Canberra City, ACT, 2601.
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CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT OF THE CSIRO
NET LOCAL NETWORK
The developments described in this paper are steps
in DCR’s progress towards a fully integrated, multi-host
resource sharing network.
Part of this progress also entails the equivalent of

Natural Language Programming and
Natural Programming Languages
Larry H. Reeker*
The idea of “natural language programming” has a good deal of superficial attractiveness, but it
also raises a number of questions. The most immediate of these is what one means by “natural lan
guage programming”, since the use of unfettered, everyday language is not feasible, for a number of
reasons. Two approaches to moving toward the goal of more natural programming languages using
natural language are discussed, and the second, or “bottom up” approach is advocated.
Keywords: Formal languages, grammar, natural languages, programming languages, semantics,
syntax.
CR Categories: 4.20, 5.23.

1.

PROMISES AND PROBLEMS
Seventeen years ago, in the pages of CACM, there
appeared an article entitled “MIRFAC: A Compiler Based
on Standard Mathematical Notation and Plain English”
(Gawlik, 1963). MIRFAC was destined never to become
widely used. It featured an augmented character set, with
Greek letters and mathematical notation (but without
upper case Roman characters), and a series of macro-like
commands of the form
verb qualifier.... qualifier
Additional words could be added to the string above to give
it the flavour of “plain English”:
“sum over u the infinite series”
“print a to 3 figs and <p to 8”.
A closer examination of MIRFAC would reveal it to
be anything but “plain English”. It was clearly highly res
tricted in form. Yet its aims were themselves the subject of
a letter by E.J. Dijkstra, printed in a later issue of the same
journal (Dijkstra, 1964). Dijkstra’s message was that the
whole approach of trying to incorporate natural languages
into programming languages was in error. His reasons for
this belief were clearly expressed:
“One can borrow mathematical notations, one can
borrow English words, but completely new seman
tics must be attached to them, and despite super
ficial similarities one creates a new language. I think
the similarities are more misleading than clarifying.”
He goes on to speak in favour of clear and convenient al
gorithmic languages, but to reiterate that “to disguise them
in clothes which have been tailored to other purposes can
only increase the confusion”.
This exchange was not the first discussion of natural
language programming, nor, of course, was it the last. In
1966, Jean Sammet spoke out for “The Use of English as
a Programming Language” (Sammet, 1966). She felt that
programming could be undertaken by a wider commu
nity, that logical errors in programs could more readily be
eliminated, and that the needs of different disciplines could
more easily be accommodated in a single language by
moving toward natural language programming. She did not
claim that it was possible in the immediate future to pro“Copyright © 1980, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

gram in natural languages, but merely stated it as a goal.
Later in the same year, Halpern wrote in defence of
natural language programming (Halpern, 1966). Again the
point was stressed that natural language programming
would be useful to nonprogrammers, putting them “in
direct touch with the computer”, and leading to wider use
of computers. He claimed that the redundancy of natural
languages could be put to good use, in error detection and
correction. And he made an important distinction between
active and passive use of a natural language, to which we
shall return below.
In general, the “promises” which have been claimed
for natural language programming over the years can be
grouped into three categories:
(1)
The promise of wider use — People who are potential
computer users but are put off by the “formal” as
pect of present programming languages would be able
to program in a natural language.
(2) The promise of ease of use — Even experienced pro
grammers would find certain aspects of natural lan
guage programming easier.
(3)
The promise of comprehensibility — Programs would
be more readily comprehensible, without added
comments.
Clearly, natural languages have lent many features to
programming languages. The key words of most algebraic
languages are stolen from English (and sometimes other
languages). COBOL goes further, adding “noise words” for
the purpose of readability. Commenting conventions are
usually included to allow natural language explanations as a
supplement to the program.
In the late 1960’s, a more ambitious language was de
veloped, with the intent of providing “Computer Pro
gramming in English” (Barnett, 1969). It was called SNAP,
and featured such constructions as
Call 24 the number.
meaning to assign the value 24 to a variable named
“number”. The specifics of SNAP left much to be desired.
Its syntax was stilted and excessively confining. The general
structure and format for programs made them harder to
read and understand, despite the “English” lexicon and syn
tax, than the equivalent programs in even BASIC (which
has roughly the same underlying facilities).
All of the actual instances of natural language pro
gramming devices which we have surveyed to this point
fall within the category that Halpern (1966) called
“passive”:
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“Passive English is a language that reads sufficiently
like English so that almost anyone with some idea of
the application involved can understand a procedure
described in it, but only those trained in its use (and,
usually, with ready access to a manual) can write it.”
He maintains that “for passive English there is simply
nothing good to be said”, but poses against this “active”
English:
“An active English programming language would per
mit the free use of a subset of natural English for the
writing of programs, the subset being open-ended and
limited only by those constraints inherent in the
application, not by any arbitrary decisions of the
system designers’ ... No example of this facility can
be cited among operational programming systems.”
The problems of natural language programming are
not difficult to understand. We might classify them as
follows:
(1)
The ambiguity problem. Many constructions and lexi
cal items in natural language are ambiguous. This
ambiguity is normally explicated by context, but not
in any simple, straightforward manner.
(2)
The explicitness problem. Even where constructions
are not ambiguous, it may be difficult to be suf
ficiently explicit in natural languages for program
ming purposes. Scientists invent special notations for
explicitness, and often find themselves using these no
tations even in speech to clarify technical matters.
(3)
The verbosity problem. Where technical descriptions
are made explicit in natural language, they are often
considerably less succinct than those in specialized
artificial notations.
(4)
The habitability problem. The term “habitability”
was coined by W.C. Watt (1968) for the degree to
which “users can express themselves without stray
ing over the language’s boundaries into unallowed
sentences”. Because of their very familiarity with a
natural language, users find it difficult to confine
themselves to a restricted subset of it; yet any full
natural language is much too extensive for program
ming use within the near future. All of this applies
not only to vocabulary, but (even more strongly) to
syntax. Lack of habitability would tend to make a
natural language programming system “passive” in
Halpern’s sense.
(5)
The processing problem. Nobody knows how to pro
cess natural languages efficiently. Even relatively
small subsets, if they are to be "natural”, are slow to
compile using any known techniques.
(6) The redefinition problem. As Dijkstra pointed out,
the meaning of a term in a programming context may
not be precisely the same as its connotation to the
programmer in a non-programming context. (Of
course, this is often true of technical terms in scien
tific disciplines, as well.)
(7) The programming facility problem. The most difficult
aspects of programming are developing an algorithm
and gaining confidence in correctness, and the linguis
tic facilities required for these aspects are not neces
sarily those provided by natural languages.
Obviously, these problems interact in various ways.
For instance, attempts to solve the processing problem by
using more restricted syntax and vocabulary may make it
more difficult to be explicit, and more difficult for the user
to stay within the defined subset.
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The processing problem, however, is not so much an
inherent problem as a problem of current technology. With
our relatively slow cognitive processes, we humans are able
to process natural languages with considerable facility. It is
not at all clear, therefore, that developments upon today’s
“primitive” hardware and software will not render natural
languages more natural for machines. In terms of processing
efficiency, natural languages might be seen as part of a
continuum that began as soon as the first attempts were
made to provide higher level facilities for programming.
2.

COPING WITH THE PROBLEMS
The problems outlined above are not peculiar to natu
ral language programming, but occur to one degree or
another in any system in which natural language is utilized
as a user interface. All of the natural language dialogue sys
tems intended for information retrieval or problem solving
have had to deal with the same problems, and have made
attempts to overcome them.
Petrick (1976) contends that there is no fundamen
tal difference between natural language question answering
and natural language programming.
“The sentence-by-sentence analysis to determine
underlying relationships that characterizes question
answering must also be carried out in natural language
programming. It is even reasonable to expect that a
good interactive programming system will allow users
to pose clarifying questions to the system.”
While Petrick is largely correct in his comparisons,
there remains a difference that is essential, we believe. The
goal of a question answering system is to obtain a piece of
information from the system. The goal of a programming
system is to create a program which satisfies a variety of
criteria. That this program is itself to be written in the nat
ural or artificial language in question poses additional prob
lems and brings us back to the programming facility
problem.
Natural language programming, whether within an
interactive natural language system or not, clearly has dif
ferent requirements to those for question answering.
Keeping these requirements in mind, one can proceed, as
Sammet suggested, either top down or bottom up. Both
approaches are being tried, but it will be argued below that
the second is preferable.
3.

THE TOP DOWN APPROACH
Several natural language programming systems have
appeared in recent years. The first of these, Thompson and
Thompson’s REL (1975) lies somewhere between a pro
gramming language and a data base query language, though
most applications have been in the latter area. An ambitious
system, REL has various sublanguages and facilities for
users to develop their own “dialects”, extending both
syntax and lexicon. Among the subsets are languages for
discrete simulation and statistical applications.
It is difficult to know, from descriptions available,
how successful REL is as a programming language. As
Petrick points out (1976), the examples given have an un
natural quality, and many queries have to be rephrased to
be understood by the system. Even after years of develop
ment, it appears that REL is not a “natural” language to
use, and the extensibility feature, which was to have ren
dered the language more habitable, apparently has its limits.
A language for simulation, NLP, was developed by
George Heidorn, beginning in the late 1960’s (Heidorn,
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1976). This system is typical of others that have been
developed in recent years in that it depends upon dialogue
to solve some of the problems of natural language pro
gramming. As in most illustrations of such systems, the
inputs accepted appear very natural, but one is not clear as
to which inputs are not accepted by the system.
Among the other languages developed are a general
programming language that is extremely limited in the
inputs that it can handle, a language for business applica
tions, and a language for accounting applications. Of these,
Heidorn has written in summary
"It should be apparent by now that none of these . ..
(is) . . . what might be called 'an English-like pro
gramming language’ . . . Rather, what they are trying
to do is develop knowledge-based systems that can
‘understand’ a user’s statement of a problem or a
procedure in his own terms and convert it into a
computer program.”
Nevertheless, it must be remarked that the soft
ware required to attain the degree of “naturalness” in each
of these languages is impressive. Like the related natural
language question-answering systems, these language
systems depend upon networks of semantic information
and sophisticated techniques of computational linguistics.
An interesting variant of these systems is provided in
the work of Biermann and Ballard (1980). This system adds
to the natural language input some input based upon Biermann’s “automatic programming by example” work
(Biermann, 1976). This information serves to reduce ambi
guity and increase precision of expression without further
increase in the language processing capabilities.
Biermann and Ballard have also undertaken experi
mental studies of natural language programming using
their system (Biermann, Ballard and Holler, 1979). This
work is important, as it provides concrete evidence of the
problems that people may have in using natural languages
in programming. Similar psychological studies have been
undertaken by Miller (1978) and co-workers in an attempt
to determine the extent to which “natural procedural com
munication could provide an alternative model for
designing the language interface between computers and the
general population”. The idea is to identify the underlying
mechanisms governing the communication of procedural
information from a written text to a human reader. Infor
mation of this sort may be of interest either in a top down
or a bottom up approach to natural programming.
4.

THE BOTTOM UP APPROACH
As Sammet pointed out, one could work from exist
ing programming languages toward natural language
programming. This approach might, in fact, prove more
practical than the top down approach because of the com
plexity of natural language processing and the problems
mentioned earlier.
Since the advent of higher level languages, natural
languages have had an increasing “passive” role in pro
gramming languages (in the sense of Halpern). There is
evidence, too, that some of the features that make nat
ural languages “natural” have assumed a more “active”
role in programming languages over the years, though they
have usually been independently discovered, without ref
erence to natural languages. That much more can be done
in this direction has been suggested by several authors.
Robert Herriot, in his paper “Towards the Ideal
Programming Language” (Herriot, 1977) has suggested a
number of devices from English that might be adopted in
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

programming languages. One class of suggestions is to elim
inate, or .potentially eliminate, identifiers, replacing them
by datatype names. This is analogous to the use of common
nouns instead of proper nouns. Then determiners (a, an,
the) and adjectives could be used to distinguish variables of
the same type.
Another of Herriot’s suggestions is to free up the
syntax of procedure calls by allowing prepositions. Thus,
instead of
location ('B', table)
one might write
location of ‘B’ in table, or
location in table of ‘B’.
A third suggestion that Herriot explores is the use of
a construction analogous to the English passive. Instead of
push X on the stack
one would be able to write
X is push’d on the stack.
This could be used in conjunction with a “which” operator,
so that writing
X which is pushed on the stack
will push X on the stack and return X, while
the stack on which X is push’d, or
the stack which X is push’d on
pushes X on the stack and returns the stack.
Herriot’s suggestions are interesting and deserve fur
ther exploration within the context of actual programming
languages, as do those of Nylin and Harvill (1976), who
suggest the inclusion of tenses to allow the access to past
and future values of operands and operators.
Robert Hsu (1978) advocates the study of the func
tion of natural language characteristics, with an eye to in
corporating these characteristics
into programming
languages. In other words, one tries first to identify the pur
poses of structures and devices in natural languages, then
tries to identify similar needs in programming and design
structures and devices for programming languages based
upon those identified in natural languages. He mentions
such functions as focussing, indicating grammatical func
tions and promoting textual cohesion, and explores the
notion of grammatical function in more detail, ending with
a proposal for a new loop construction.
Stimulated by Hsu’s work, this author has studied the
relationship between two parameters that seem to cause dif
ficulties in program comprehension, depth of embedding
and identifier load (Reeker, 1979). The first of these
parameters merely Refers to the extent to which one phrase
is placed within another, as for instance, in function com
position: z :=f(g(x)). The second parameter refers to the
number of identifiers and their scope. Notice, for instance,
that, in most languages, one can eliminate the embedding in
the function composition example by adding an identifier:
y:=g(x);z:=f(y).
In (Reeker, 1979), it is pointed out that the tradeoff
between depth of embedding and identifier load is much
more pervasive than indicated by the simple example above,
extending even to the popular removal of goto’s. It is also
shown that natural languages have ways of eliminating em
beddings without adding identifiers, or at least without
adding identifiers that will remain defined over any
considerable interval. Thus the absurdly embedded sentence
“The rumor that that the report which the advisory
committee submitted was suppressed is true is prepos
terous.”
can be changed to
“The rumour is preposterous that it is true that the
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report was suppressed which the advisory committee
submitted.”
by a transformation which linguists call extraposition.
In the paper cited, it is shown that extraposition can
conveniently be incorporated in programming languages;
and in fact, one can now find it in programming languages.
For the fact that embeddings are extraposed is exactly the
attractiveness of postfix notation in an applicative language.
The language POPLAR (Morris, Schmidt and Walker, 1980)
uses a postfix notation in this way. Notice, however, that
English is more flexible: it allows the user to use either an
embedded form or an extraposed form, the only con
straints being those of comprehensibility. The experimental
language Post-X (Bailes and Reeker, 1980 a,b) attempts to
provide the same sort of flexibility.
A related area in which Post-X reduces identifier load
is in the provision of short persistence identifiers that are
assigned implicitly. Analogous to pronouns in natural
languages, such identifiers have found their way into pro
gramming languages before. In the language COMIT (Yngve,
1958) numbers were used to refer to portions of a work
space matched by a pattern. In
$1+A + $2 + B = 1 + 3 + 2
the 1, 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to the portions of the
workspace matched by the patterns $1, A and $2, and the
line causes the portions referenced by 2 and 3 to be
permuted (and the portion matched by B, which would be
referenced by 4, to be deleted). In the language AWK (Aho,
Kernighan and Weinberger, 1979) the notation $1 in
{$1 = log (1); print}
refers to the first field of a record.
Post-X, an applicative language, uses forms, consisting
of a pattern and an action to match and return structured
information from strings (and other types of data). The pat
tern consists of a concatenation of pattern elements or sub
patterns, and these are referenced by a notation similar to
that in AWK. Using the form

X:=PiA (P2AP3) AP4 ($1a $2!1 A$2>
the application of X by one of the matching operations
would return a string with the portion matched by ?2
repeated and the portion matched by P4 deleted. Recur
sive application is allowed, and the notation is extended to
allow attributes to be passed back, as well.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Natural languages can be used in programming in an
“active” or “passive” fashion, and as Halpern pointed out,
the “passive” use has little to commend it. The “active”
use of natural language raises a number of problems,
however, including the difficult one of habitability.
Attempts to cope with these problems have primarily been
along the line of interactive natural language dialogue
systems. Despite their complexity, these systems are still
very limited.
As Sammet suggested, natural language programming
need not develop “top down” from natural language to a
practical programming language. A second approach —
“bottom up” — has been taking place naturally, as program
ming languages incorporate increasingly natural devices. It
is suggested that this is an area that needs further develop
ment, and that this development can take place along the
lines advocated by Hsu — studying the function of various
devices in natural languages and incorporating similar de
vices, where appropriate, in programming languages.
The result of such a course of development may not
look like a natural language at all. This fact actually may
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have advantages, particularly as it will not reflect the syntax
of any particular member of the world’s family of
languages, but devices underlying natural languages in
general. But the languages developed should increasingly
reflect the promise of natural language programming, with
out falling prey to the problems. Rather than natural lang
uage programming, we should develop natural program
ming languages.
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Computer Applications in the
Totalizator Industry in Australia
D.L. Overheu*
A review of the development of the use of computers for off-course totalizator betting systems
provides a case study of trends in the industry and some of the reasons for these trends. The review
runs from 1964 to 1980 and shows a growing development towards the use of distributive processing.
It is conjectured that this trend will continue out to the terminal level in some cases with the develop
ment of microcomputers. Some mention is also made of software trends towards greater use of higher
level languages for these real time online systems. The importance of the industry to computing in
Australia can be gauged from a turnover in excess of $2,000,000,000 per annum in off-course betting.
Keywords: Commercial applications, computer networks, on-line systems, real time processing.
CR Categories: 3.59, 3.89, 4.39.

INTRODUCTION
The totalizator industry is the endeavour that is
concerned with the placing of bets on the outcome of
galloping, trotting or dog racing in the expectation of
making a financial gain. It differs from other forms of
betting on racing such as ‘bookmaking’ in which an indivi
dual (the ‘bookmaker’) offers fixed odds to the bettor (or
‘punter’) on the outcome of a race. Totalizator betting is
government controlled in most countries both for ‘oncourse’, i.e., at the racing track, and ‘off-course’ or away
from the racing track. It operates broadly on the principle
that all the bets of a given type (see Appendix I) on a
particular race form a ‘pool’ from which the totalizator
agency extracts a given percentage before dividing the
remainder as evenly as possible amongst the successful
punters. Consequently, the fewer punters betting on a
particular selection (see Appendix I) when the pool is
closed (no more bets are taken) the higher the return or
‘dividend’ to the punter for his bet or ‘investment’.
The bookmaker, on the other hand, offers to pay
to the punter a given sum determined at the time the bet
is made or ‘Iayed’ if his selection is successful. However,
in off-course bookmaking, which is illegal in Australia and
many other countries, the bookmaker operates as if oncourse, or makes a payout on official starting price odds as
determined from information derived from on-course, or
pays at the odds as determined by the on-course totalizator
dividend. This is referred to as 'Starting Price’ or ‘SP’
bookmaking and in most societies is considered to be an
undesirable form of gambling since it returns nothing to
the racing industry, the Government of the State or
country where it occurs, and attracts a criminal element.
While attempts have been made from time to time
to legalise SP bookmaking by licence, governments have
found that a statutory authority known as a Totalizator
Agency Board (TAB) for the provision of off-course (and
in some cases on-course) betting is the best approach.
Where a TAB does not provide on-course facilities, the local
racing club is authorised to operate a totalizator under
rules similar to those applying to a TAB.
"Copyright © 1980, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

The failure of TABs to penetrate on-course, in some
cases, is partly historic since on-course totalizator facilities
for limited betting types has been a feature of the Aust
ralian racing industry and mention is made later of these
early systems. The major emphasis here will be in looking
at the application of electronic data processing to totaliz
ator operations off-course although some mention will
be made of on-course activities where appropriate or where
these differ from the off-course requirements.
After mentioning the early developments, the prob
lems that a TAB industry must solve, in the broad, are
discussed. This leads naturally to reviewing the historical
developments of computer use in the various TABs in
Australia from early semi-manual systems to complete
real time online data processing systems of considerable
sophistication and complexity. In a sense, a broad case
study overview of computer developments emerges to
which can be added some comments on software and the
strategies adopted. It will be seen that there is a general
trend towards distributive processing systems and one
may speculate on the effect microprocessor developments
might have on the future of totalizator systems.
Early Developments and Present Prospects
The original totalizator was an Australian invention
in 1914 by Sir George Julius, who was associated with
the company ATL Limited for the provision of equip
ment to racecourses. An example of this equipment,
though no longer in use, could still be seen at a Queensland
race track in 1979. In its day it was able to offer win and
place betting using electro-mechanical terminal devices
for bet entries and ticket issuing. The bets were accumu
lated in a cumbersome electro-mechanical counter system
coupled to a chain driven display above the terminal
location area which showed the punter the amounts in
vested on particular possible selections. It is impossible to
describe concisely the complexity of cross coupling bet
ween terminal positions for the display system, yet it
worked successfully for many years as attested by only
the very recent introduction of computers for on-course
totalizators. The terminals themselves continue to be
used successfully in computer based systems replacing
directly the simple win/place betting facility on some
tracks because of their rugged construction.
It will be evident from this brief description that
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such a system would be of little use for a centralised offcourse totalizator system with branches throughout the
metropolitan and country areas of a state. Consequently,
the initial efforts to introduce totalizator facilities offcourse were entirely manual and such systems still existed
in some states of Australia as late as 1980. However, at
the current date of writing, all TABs are now computer
based or will soon be so and in Western Australia and the
ACT also operate on-course facilities as well.
Racing clubs have been somewhat slower to make
use of computers for on-course totalizators because of
the large equipment investment involved. However, there
is now a rapidly growing movement to modernise, largely
from punter pressure for greater variety of betting types
and the ready availability of powerful minicomputers.
Developments in the microcomputer field would suggest
the possibility of the extension of personal totalizator
facilities to quite small clubs. The problem is still to com
pete on-course with the simple win/place fixed odds system
of bookmakers and such systems must be able to offer
greater bet type variety and access to races running con
currently elsewhere.
The main problems faced by a TAB are communic
ation, recording, calculation and control of money all to
take place in as short a period of time as possible. Manual
recording of bets received and the issuing of tickets to
the punter to record his bet has a time and cost com
ponent that limits the turnover capability and the profit
ability. Since not all punters want to go to race tracks or
to TAB branches, telephone betting is an essential com
ponent of the operation but has particular communic
ation needs. Finally, financial control is a continual source
of concern to TABs who, as statutory authorities, are
subject to satisfying audit of their operations as well as
control of the large sums of money involved. (See Table. 1).
TABLE 1

TAB

$ Turnover

New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
Western Australia
South Australia
Tasmania
Aust. Capital Territory

848,841,060
585,279,125
242,668,950
191,926,147
97,030,079
42,086,848
27,007,991

Total

2,034,840,200

Australian TAB turnover for fiscal year 78/79

A consequence of these problems for a manual
system is that the operation of a TAB requires closing of
the pool on a race up to 40 minutes prior to race start
for even simple win/place betting and up to some hours
ahead for doubles or quinellas. In either case, it may mean
that the punter does not know his return prior to a race
immediately following the one on which he placed his bet
and so invests less. This effect, over a large number of
punters, is also a significant contributor to reduced turn
over.
In comparison with the SP bookmaker who takes the
risk of a loss when a selection wins and allows betting up to
start time, a TAB is at a considerable disadvantage, and
has no alternative other than to automate all aspects of its
operations as much as possible. This, in turn, brings to light
a number of problems specific to TAB operations but also
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indicative of the types of difficulties that must be over
come in implementation of a real time online electronic
data processing system.
In the first place, the terminal — known as a ‘sell/
buy or cash terminal’ — is highly specialised and because
of limited production somewhat unattractive for suppliers.
It has to perform the function of communication with
the central computer system, sometimes over a long
distance, be able to issue and possibly validate tickets,
have a specialised keyboard for efficient entry of highly
specialised data, and be readily portable.
The central computer has to be capable of fast and
efficient communications handling and file handling for
recording of a large number of different bet types. Com
plex and effective backup must be part of the overall
computer system so as to be able to maintain the desired
financial control and satisfy the punter on reliability.
Finally, communication has to be maintained with branches
for display of results and return of financial data to the
central control.
In telephone betting arrangements, there has to be a
means of queuing calls and distributing each one to an
appropriate operator who has terminal communication
with the central computer. This has also seen a major
change from electro-mechanical systems to comprehensive
computer controlled arrangements. Apart from the terminal
for receiving bets and displaying the punter’s financial
status, video character generators are now used to provide
the latest information on races on which bets may be
made.
Where a TAB provides an on-course facility it has to
be able to compete with on-course bookmakers and to be
able to optimise equipment investment over racing events
of various attractions to punters. It has the added problem
of providing an effective and efficient computer driven
odds and results display which again because of its spec
ialised nature is costly. In the case where the on-course
totalizator is not provided by the TAB, the current TAB
pool has to be amalgamated with the on-course pool for
dividend calculation and this leads to a need for computer
to computer links.
Historic Solutions to the TAB Processing Problem
It is useful to review the way in which the TABs in
Australia have faced the problems and the solutions they
have found. Each state or territory TAB has had a different
emphasis according to its ability to finance a particular
solution or according to its own special problems within a
particular framework.
The major writings on TAB developments appear in
the minutes and papers of Conferences of Chief Executives
of Off-Course Totalizator Organisations which have been
made available to the author by the ACT/TAB. These
began in 1964 and at various stages contain reviews by
particular TABs on their past development or future plans.
Rather than look at each state TAB individually the more
difficult task of looking at all TABs year by year will
provide a better perspective for comparison with the
general development in the computer field.
In 1964 Western Australia (WA/TAB) was seriously
involved in EDP. In WA the decision had been taken
earlier to use an IBM 1440 purely for management inform
ation processing with a deliberate decision to avoid its
use in totalizator operations. Thus TABs, including the
newly formed ACT/TAB, were all manual operations.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980
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In 1965 the Victorian TAB (VIC/TAB) began dev
elopment of a computer system to be known as CARBINE1
for online transmission through 218 keysets (KSR 35s) on
race days of bulk race investments manually collated from
the sale of tickets in branches. In country areas, these
came from a District Control Office to which collation
data from country branches initially was sent. The CAR
BINE system was also to be able to control 10,000 tele
phone betting accounts. The system became functional
in 1967 and was one of the first of the TABs to use com
puters for TAB operations with a keyset device. It also
used initially twin CDC 3100 computers.
Both VIC/TAB and WA/TAB appreciated the need,
as early as 1965, for a suitable cash terminal. In WA, it
was proposed to experiment with a mark sense card
system while VIC/TAB continued to look for a keyboard
terminal. By 1967 when WA/TAB had introduced its
IBM 1440, it was used for dividend calculations from
collated input data from district centres on a manual
basis as well as for administrative data processing.
During 1968, VIC/TAB continued to expand its
operation but had not achieved online connection of
district centres due to communications problems. In WA,
Siemens T100 teleprinters had been introduced in branches
for experimentation with a bet-oriented system for online
transmission of race by race ticket information for auto
matic collation and had upgraded to an IBM 360/30. In
New South Wales the NSW/TAB had just called tenders
for a computer based totalizator system for their branches
and telephone betting.
In Queensland, QLD/TAB were experimenting with a
novel approach to use selling machines connected to a
computer but without computer control of ticket issues.
The danger in such a system is the possible issue of a ticket
that is unrecorded in the computer. It is, however, indic
ative of the lack of a suitable ticket issuing cash machine
for the industry.
The next significant step in computing development
occurred during 1969/70 when VIC/TAB upgraded to
CDC 3300 computers and reconstructed CARBINE to
become CARBINE 2. The essential purpose of the changes
was to enable the telephone betting accounts to increase
from 20,000 to 65,000 and the system to handle trans
mission from up to 203 cash agencies and branches as
well as up to 96 telephone betting terminals. These latter
had also been changed to a VDU device that enabled
faster operation than the original which had been hard
copy teletype devices. The video displays were manu
factured by Information Electronics, Canberra, one of the
few local firms manufacturing in this area. In fact, the
telephone betting went to 128 terminals and 40,000
accounts by 1970.
In this same year, NSW/TAB ordered an IBM 360/44
with two 2311 disks. In WA, the 360/30 was coping with
47 branches transmitting collated data over Siemens TIOOs.
This included major country centres and on-course oper
ations. The ACT/TAB let a contract to Univac for two
9400 systems with Uniscope 100s for telephone betting
terminals and a special cash terminal designed and pro
duced by AWA (Aust). Altogether, 1970 was a very active
year for TAB incursions into the use of EDP in their
operations but the problems of communication over
distance and information display remained.
Throughout 1971 VIC/TAB continued further
development of their system by the addition of five
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

CDC 1700s for online cash selling through the RIMFIRE
suit of programs and 1000 RIOTs (remote input/output
terminals) as developed by Control Data for cash sales
and ticket issuing. However, there was still no solution
to the country area communications problem.
During this year the ACT/TAB system commenced
operation and is notable for being the first to offer ticket
selling up to race start time. The best reported by VIC/
TAB up to then had been closure of the pool 15 minutes
before race start time. It must be remembered, however,
that this was a considerable advance for the quinella bettor
who, under the manual system, had a closure of 60 min
utes before race start time, and much of the VIC/TAB
qifficulty in improving on the 15 minutes limitation was
related to the inability to bring country branches online.
In 1971/72 WA/TAB became interested in the
development of a comprehensive management inform
ation system for a proposed 370/148 upgrade. They had
taken a deliberate policy decision on economic grounds
not to have twin computer systems and this presumably
restricted somewhat any online cash selling development
in agencies and branches. This system is notable, how
ever, for providing VDUs to specific management points
for control of the WA/TAB operation.
During 1973 the first mention appears of a ‘general
wagering system’ (GWS) as presented by Control Data
(Australia) to the 8th Conference. Up until this point,
bet types other than at the ACT/TAB had not gone sig
nificantly beyond doubles or quinellas even in the auto
mated systems. The GWS allowed for multiple betting
schemes of a general nature. The GWS was subsequently
accepted as the basis of computer developments in QLD/
TAB, and VIC/TAB in 1974 where it was called ‘CRISP’.
A mention also occurs for the first time of a proposal by
SA/TAB to introduce an on-course computer based system
using minicomputers. The subsequent history of this
development was clouded with failure and a significant
financial loss. It had repercussions on subsequent total
izator developments in South Australia.
The WA/TAB management information system for
the 370/145 continued to grow to between 800 and 950
programs covering all possible management and financial
control aspects of a TAB organisation. In spite of its size
it appears to have been successfully implemented and in
general use in the TAB. In 1974 they were the first to
introduce the concept of a mark sense card system for
customer self-service1. One of the most expensive com
ponents of a TAB operation is having operators on term
inals in branches or agencies. With the mark sense card
system one operator can service up to three terminals
since the punter does his own input data preparation by
appropriate marking of suitable mark sense cards. WA/TAB
chose to use the IBM 5934 mark sense card reader which
prints on the card a bar code at the time of first insertion
into the machine. Validation of a bet for payment uses
this code by re-insertion of the same card after com
pletion of the race for which it was sold.
However, WA/TAB were still using a cash selling
system at this time based on NCR 1400 machines from
which a duplicate ticket was produced for subsequent re
keying through the T100 for transmission to the computer.
Clearly this must have been a relatively inefficient and
costly process so that a transition in one step to a mark
sense card system would appear more beneficial than if
made from a cash terminal.
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The year 1974 is also the first in which QLD/TAB
admit to contracting Control Data to introduce their
general wagering system and VIC/TAB announced its
letter of intent to Control Data for a similar system. The
advantages quoted for the scheme other than the multiple
betting on the one ticket, and such as telephone betting
deposits and availability of withdrawals from any selling
window, showed little advancement on the ACT/TAB
system introduced in 1971/72. However, the hardware
implementation moved away from the twin central pro
cessor concept with front end communications controllers
to a minicomputer network concept, and solved the prob
lem of bringing country branches online, a step already
commenced by NSW/TAB the previous year.
This period is an important one in TAB computer
development since it saw a major change in philosophy
occurring. The minicomputer development began along
two lines. The Control Data approach was one of load
sharing across a number of minicomputers for transaction
processing with input from communications minicom
puters, each cross connected to the transaction processing
minicomputers. The advantages of the scheme were auto
matic protection in case of computer failure and ease of
increasing capacity with increasing load.
The difficulties to be met were automatic oper
ational control of such a complex and the ACT/TAB,
while adopting the minicomputer approach for its up
grading, avoided the control problem. In their case they
planned to use Perkin-Elmer 7/32s in dedicated mode
operation for each main task of telephone betting and
branch betting. These would perform both the communic
ations and transactions functions with a common file
access capability across the system. The disadvantage is
that a short break in processing is needed to manually
bring a spare computer into operation when one ceases
to function. The advantage was avoidance of a complex
programming problem. As will be seen later, the ACT/TAB
solution proved to be sound and viable; the QLD/TAB
and VIC/TAB approach was not.
In 1975 ACT/TAB was able to report successful
development of the first stage of their new system. This
was for telephone betting and message switching and
allowed the Univac 9400s to continue to support branch
and on-course operations. On the other hand QLD/TAB
was beginning to show signs of concern about the GWS
concept, the reliability of the CDC 1700s and their memory
capacity. The duplicate message problem, already over
come by ACT/TAB, was seen as a possible major difficulty.
By 1975 also, a TAB had been created on a manual
operation basis in Tasmania and SA/TAB were beginning
to look again at computers following the Databet oncourse failure and a major enquiry into the racing industry
in South Australia. This experience no doubt had a sig
nificant bearing on their final decision to opt for a large
centralised system.
With the growing use of computers by the time of
the 11th Conference in 1977, the various TABs began to
concern themselves with problems of maintenance which
ranged from total self-sufficiency at ACT/TAB to total
supplier dependence at NSW/TAB. However, a more
serious problem was looming in the failure of the QLD/
TAB developments to reach expectations which were now
two years behind schedule. A similar lack of progress was
also occurring with CRISP at VIC/TAB which was similar
in concept to the QLD/TAB system.
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By this time also, SA/TAB had acquired an integ
rated twin Burroughs 7700 system and intended using
mark sense cards for branches. At NSW/TAB, the com
puter installation had been increased to five mainframes
composed of two IBM 360/44s, a 370/145 and two 370/
138s with dedicated operation by major function and
manual cut over in case of a failure. As well, mark sense
card readers had been installed in metropolitan and country
branches, and Information Electronics’VDUs for telephone
betting.
Like SA, the WA/TAB stayed with the twin large
central system concept by upgrading to a pair of 370/158s
with three megabytes of core and 16, 3340 disk units to
drive 460, 5934 mark sense terminals. Somewhat unusually
they indicated an intention to lease equipment in the
future rather than purchase. We can see an interesting split
in TAB developments between the minicomputer network
concept and the centralised large system approach. Those
opting for the latter hoped to avoid the control program
problems of the network approach.
At this time (1977) ACT/TAB had brought its new
telephone betting system fully into operation and was
investigating an ATL mark sense card system of advanced
design for branch operation that would integrate with
their new microcomputer concentrator concept for use in
branches. This would become the first use of microcom
puters as communications controllers and concentrators
in TABs. For those TABs already deeply involved with
computers, the need to keep existing systems functioning
while introducing new developments was paramount. It
is evident that ACT/TAB, NSW/TAB and WA/TAB were
successful in achieving this.
By 1978 ACT/TAB could talk confidently about
their new branch system and the development of the
microprocessor controlled ATL mark sense terminal,
while SA/TAB had established their B7700 and com
menced telephone betting operations. They were able to
move into branch operations early in 1979 using the
IBM 5934 mark sense card reader as the point of sale
terminal in metropolitan areas.
They also showed an interest in moving back into
on-course operations but the local galloping club decided
to upgrade its own facilities using Perkin-Elmer 7/32s
and a new type of cash sale terminal with twin micro
processor control of communications, display and ticket
generation facilities being produced by AWA and known
as the TIM-2. Its notable feature is the ability to connect a
number to a single line without loss of working terminals
if one fails, thus obviating the need for concentrators.
In Western Australia the WA/TAB reconfigured its
system to enable 14 IBM Series I minicomputers to be
used as front end processor to groups of branches and the
on-course facility with 9600 baud lines back to the central
facility. In a way, this reproduced on a larger scale the
ACT/TAB microcomputer concentrator concept.
In some senses 1979 was a year of disaster for a
number of TABs. The following arises mainly from the
author’s personal knowledge and experience. Both VIC/
TAB and QLD/TAB decided to terminate their develop
ment contracts with Control Data Corporation, although
QLD/TAB retained the CDC 1700s as an interim measure
for their telephone betting system. Again, alleged diffi
culties with the ATL mark sense card reader also led
ACT/TAB to begin litigation. However, their minicom
puter development was completed by bringing their new
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branch and on-course system into operation.
In South Australia, SA/TAB was continuing to
have reliability difficulties which appeared to be largely
associated with the size of the system developed in a data
base language. However, QLD/TAB showed ultimate
faith in the development by ordering a Burroughs 7800
system for use with the SA/TAB software. On the other
hand, VIC/TAB moved quickly to establish Perkin-Elmer
8/32 minicomputers as the bases for their telephone betting
system and had this operating by mid-1979. At the same
time they contracted with R.T. Systems to develop PerkinElmer 32/40s for conversion of the cash sale operation
in branches.
The firm of R.T. Systems was formed by personnel
from AWA who had developed a successful on-course
system for the Australian Jockey Club and Sydney Turf
Club (AJC/STC) based on mobile Perkin-Elmer 7/32s and
a new simplified cash terminal. This system became oper
ational in 1977 and is the basis for the South Australian
Jockey Club on-course totalizator mentioned earlier and
contracted in 1979. This same company also won the
contract for the Gosford and Wyong Race Club north of
Sydney using Perkin-Elmer equipment and in 1980 instal
led a Perkin-Elmer 32/20 based system for TAS/TAB.
The only TAB not using computers for off-course betting
in this year was the newly formed Northern Territory
Racing and Gaming Commission who were, in any case,
looking to other TABs for interim assistance.
There was also a move in NSW/TAB during 1980
to replace their 360/44 by bringing in IBM 3031 systems
for branch control operations. In line with their approach
to dedicated systems they also introduced two top level
IBM Series I minicomputers as the basis of a Master Collate
System through which all collation and dividend calcul
ations would be made. At WA/TAB the IBM 370/158s
were replaced by three function dedicated IBM 4341 mini
computers. Thus, WA also moved from a large central
processor scheme to a dedicated minicomputer approach.
The problem of an economic cash terminal remains
unsolved, and most TABs had settled for mark sense
terminals. However, IBM decided to vacate this field and
AWA found itself with a captive market for its new MRT-2
mark sense card reader currently under production. Both
ATL and AWA were able to provide cash terminals but
these were most favoured by racing clubs where the mark
sense approach appears to be inappropriate.
Software Developments
The preceding history has been concerned essentially
with hardware and overviews of systems. The conventional
wisdom of the early days was to use assembly languages
for online real time systems. This was the approach adopted
by VIC/TAB, ACT/TAB and NSW/TAB. However, WA/
TAB made some use of PL1 for its management inform
ation system development on the IBM 370/145 as well as
assembly language.
The breakthrough came in SA/TAB when they
acquired the Burroughs 7700s and decided to use the
Burroughs data base software. Unfortunately, this has not
been an unqualified success but it is impossible to gauge
whether the problems are hardware or software induced,
although the latter seems the most likely. The Control
Data development at QLD/TAB and VIC/TAB continued
in assembly language. The difficulties of this approach for a
complex system are now only too evident.
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In 1978 the TABs, generally, discovered relational
data bases and began investigating these for their applic
ations. At WA/TAB they were proposing to give up their
in-house management information system software for the
new ‘System for Business Language’ approach. Consider
able emphasis was being placed on the ‘query by example’
capability within a relational data base. At NSW/TAB
studies were being made of the Alpha language, the IBM
General Information System as a query language and the
IBM Display Management System. However, only SA/TAB
actually applied data base software and higher level langu
ages through the use of DMSII, the Burroughs Network
Definition Language and Data Management Enquiry
System, and ALGOL.
The more interesting consequence of the use of
Perkin-Elmer equipment and R.T. Systems programming
has been the development of totalizator software in various
versions of FORTRAN beginning with the AJC/STC
system. It seems likely that an alternative might be to use
PASCAL in the future on minicomputers for totalizator
systems although there are no known systems using this
language as yet in Australia.
Totalizator System Strategies
It can be seen from the historical review that the
TAB computer strategies have changed over the 15 years
of application. Looked at in retrospect it might now be
wondered why the various main functions of telephone
betting, off-course branches, on-course facility and col
lation and dividend calculation, to name only some of the
main elements, were not previously given dedicated mini
computers. This would be being wise after the event. Closer
examination of the historic development will show that
the TAB developments have paralleled developments in the
computing field in general.
In the early years the concept of distributive pro
cessing was ill-defined and modifications often had to be
made to existing equipments to allow sharing of common
disk storage and front-end communications facilities
between two central processors. Indeed, it appeared
simplest to contain all the necessary applications pro
grams and operating systems within a single main pro
cessor with the second acting as a standby.
As soon as the problem of sharing disk facilities, in
particular, amongst several individual processors became
feasible the TABs began to move towards the use of dis
tributive processing strategies. While it is true that we
tend to regard equipment like the Burroughs 7700 as
‘large and centralised’, it is composed of a number of
processor and storage modules with a capability of sharing
common disk facilities so that in a sense this is also a use
of distributive processing.
Nevertheless, it would seem that the smaller the
functional module and the more independent the pro
cessing equipment for it, within reason, the more likely
is the probability of success with distributive processing
schemes, provided that large and complex operating
systems can be avoided. It seems likely that many of
the TABs will continue to develop in this direction so
that the outcome of those relying upon large central
computer systems might be watched with interest.
Strategies adopted by TABs are not random reactions
but arise from a continuous search for economical methods
to achieve the objectives. Although no attempt has been
made here to include costing figures because of the com
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plexity involved in the comparison, it will be evident from
what has been written that there is a search for efficient
and economical methods. The fact that these sometimes
did not achieve expectations is as much a reflection on the
computing field itself as a possible over-expectation by
the customer.
Future Developments
It is noticeable in the review that TABs have not
taken distributive processing down to the microcomputer
level beyond their use as communications controllers in
concentrators or terminals, or as components of display
systems. It might be conjectured that hardware develop
ments in the microprocessor area could enable some part
or parts of the totalizator function to be decentralised
to the cash terminal itself. It is not beyond reasonable
conjecture that win/place betting could be completely
decentralised with corresponding savings in transmission
costs since only collation data would need to be trans
mitted to the central pool calculation. This would indeed
be a return to older manual processing schemes but now
with full automation of the cash selling and branch col
lation function.
The extent to which this decentralisation can be
carried will depend upon the economics that might be
achieved. These would be mainly in the area of reductions
in communications costs which will undoubtedly con
tinue to rise. However, punter demand for variety in
betting types and for access to more interesting racing
events might militate against such decentralisation. The
control centre complexity in setting up the initial data
and parameters where a high degree of flexibility is re
quired restricts such activity to a central point so that
there are many contrary forces against physical decentralis
ation of processing capability to any great extent. The
need to have efficient and economic operation is para
mount for any TAB and these considerations will be the
ultimate contenders in the decisions that will be made.
Conclusion
The totalizator industry is one of the few situations
in which online real time data processing is a necessary
requirement. What has been presented through an historical
overview and discussion is a broad outline of several case
studies over a number of years within the industry. What
may have appeared at first sight as a group of unconnected
and unrelated approaches when only individual cases are
studied can be seen here to form a consistent trend from
centralised towards distributive processing concepts. It is
too early to say whether the trend will continue to the
extent of decentralisation of the distributive processing
capability or whether the conservative cases that have
remained with highly centralised large computer systems
will eventually succeed. It is clear, however, that this indus
try is worthy of further case study as an indicator for the
wider computing field.
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for assistance in checking the authenticity of the state
ments made in the paper and for supplying further inform
ation from his own vast knowledge of the totalizator
industry.
There have been 13 conferences all told with a
section on various aspects of computing on each occasion.
While the various reports carry the names of the relevant
TAB Manager in each case, many would have been con
structed by personnel of the Data Processing Group con
cerned and can generally be relied upon as an accurate
statement of fact or intention. There appears to be only
one Australian journal reference to TAB activity and
this is given below.
1.

McGEORGE, J.A., CARBINE — A Computer Automated
Real Time Betting Network, Aust. Comp, journal VI N3,
p. 143, November 1968.

APPENDIX I
BETTING TERMINOLOGY
Betting on the outcome of racing between galloping
horses or trotting horses or dogs has a vocabulary of its
own. However, it does give some idea of the complexity
that has evolved mainly as a consequence of the applic
ation of electronic data processing techniques. The follow
ing terms describe the basic combinations that are often
available. The term ‘selection’ means a choice by the
person making a bet (the ‘punter’) of the order of placings
in a race.
1. Win — a bet made in expectation of a particular
selection winning.
2. Place — the expectation of a first, second or third
placing.
3. Doubles — the expectation of a first placing by each
of two selections in two races.
(i)
Race to Race Doubles — a double for two
successive races.
(ii) TAB Daily Doubles — one double on a whole
meeting on any two selected races usually two
races apart.
(iii) Feature Double — a double in two feature
races on successive days of a carnival.
(iv) Random Double — a double on two races
nominated by the punter.
4. Quinella — the expectation of two selections filling
the first two places irrespective of order.
(i)
Forecast Quinella — the expectation that the
two selections will fill first two places in correct
order in the same race.
5. Tierce — the expectation that three selections will
fill the first three places in correct order in one
race.
6. Trifecta — the same as a tierce in its basic form and
now the more common term for this bet type.
7. Treble — the expectation that three selections will
fill first place in three nominated races at one meet
ing.
8. Trio — the expectation that three selections will
fill the first three places in any order in one race.
(Equivalent now to the ‘boxed’ trifecta).
9. Fortrella — the expectation that four selections will
fill first place in four nominated races at one meet
ing.
10. Quadrella — the same as a fortrella.
From time to time other more specialised bet types
occur such as the ‘six race jackpot’ in which six selections
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980
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for first place in six nominated races is required but the
pool of bets, if there is no winning punter, is added to the
pool for this type of bet on the next occasion it is offered.
A ‘Calcutta’ is a type of sweepstake in which the punter
purchases tickets for a ballot for a selection. If he is success
ful then he partakes in the opportunity to win on a much
enlarged pool.
Many bet types expand to multiple bet combin
ations as, for example, combining each of two selections
with a third in a quinella so that if either of the two
possible combinations is successful the punter will win.
The boxed trifecta is also such a combination but allow
ing the outcome to be in any order as for a trio. Such
combination betting can be extended to selecting the
whole field (i.e., all possible selections in a race) as one
of the possibilities and joining this with one or two partic
ular selections. In the ultimate in a trifecta, a punter
may combine the field with the field with the field to give
all possible combinations of all possible selections achiev
ing the first three places in any order.
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The Software
Compatible Machine
F. O'Brien*
The high level of investment in applications programs and proprietary software written for
IBM 360/370 architecture systems has given rise to two forms of system, the Plug Compatible Mach
ine, PCM, and the Software Compatible Machine, SCM. This paper considers the technical problems
involved in designing and implementing SCM systems, and their inherent advantages over the PCM
approach.
Keywords: Computer architecture, operating systems, system compatibility.
CR Categories: 4.3, 6.2.

1.

INTRODUCTION
This paper considers a class of systems termed the
Software Compatible Machine (SCM), so termed by analogy
with PCM, or Plug Compatible Machine.
The essential difference between SCM and PCM is
the level at which compatibility is maintained. The com
patibility of PCM is clearly at the hardware instruction
level, while that of SCM is at a set of software interface
levels, typically between the standard software and the
user application.
The SCM is regarded as an emerging class of system
that could well become a more stable form than the PCM
in the world marketplace.
Some of the considerations for the implementation
of an SCM are discussed in this paper, and an assessment
made of the potential development of such systems.

as conversion earned exclusion, especially for such diffi
cult conversions as DOS to OS.
The rationale behind this approach to software is
that it gives a clearly defined service which is well con
trolled, and hence not subject to support cost overruns
which can rapidly erode the profits made from essentially
hardware sales. From the record of the Amdahl Corpor
ation the formula of enhanced, but replica, hardware and
controlled software support has been successful.
This success has not been achieved without prob
lems, and as in any competitive business ongoing problems
are the norm rather than the exception.

QUESTIONS/
PROBLEMS
FIELD
CUSTOMER
CENTER
( FSC)

ANSWERS/TEMP FIX

2.

PCM SYSTEMS
The historical development of the PCM clearly
illustrates the prizes and pitfalls of building systems in
trinsically linked to a competitor’s products. For the
PCMs these products are the standard software products,
including operating systems, that are in the public domain.
Gene Amdahl, as the innovator in the PCM market
place, and as a senior ex-IBM employee, ensured through
the medium of cross-licensing agreements, that the Amdahl
Corporation had clear access to this software.
This access allowed a positive approach to software
support including:
—
The opportunity to add software for handling spec
ific machine features, such as machine checks in a
different manner.
—
The ability to dramatically increase the diagnostic
level within the system.
—
A control path for validating and aging software
before release to clients (Fig. 1).
In addition the support was, and is, clearly delineated
in terms of those operating systems that were supported
and those that were excluded, except for the availability
of a “best efforts” software support engineer. Areas such
“Copyright © 1980, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
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Figure 1. Amdahl Software Support
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For Amdahl problems have included: —
The first machine was competitive with the 370/165
but was pre-empted by the 370/168. A major in
vestment from Fujitsu permitted the development
of the 470V/6 to compete with the 370/168 and
incidentally to assist with the Fujitsu M-series dev
elopment.
—
The placing of MVS components into microcode
by IBM. Such components were emulated by soft
ware on the V series without significant perform
ance loss. The main effect was that of paper tiger
during marketing.
—
Information on new ranges such as the E-series
(now the 4300 series) and the H-series from IBM,
and earlier on the 3000 series, again acting as paper
tigers. Amdahl’s observed reaction has been to
place new systems in readiness, but not release
until the IBM announcement. Thus the 3033 an
nouncement was immediately followed by the
470V/7 announcement, maintaining performance
parity.
—
The launch of the 4300 series, which precipitated
a major financial shift to leasing, away from pur
chase. This has caused Amdahl to acquire an
extended creditline, but has also affected IBM like
wise.
As can be seen from these examples, they are mainly
competitive moves, rather than problems with either the
PCM hardware or software strategies. The microcode
example was interesting in that the number of OS funct
ions suitable for implementation were few, and could be
quickly written as software components. The only function
that was noticeably faster in microcode was the TRACE
ON function which is not used in normal mode operation.
The competitive position has not been purely one
sided and Amdahl has been active in innovating significant
support tools and software enhancements. The AMDAC
remote diagnostic system for coupling experts in Sunny
vale to computers outside the U.S.A. is of greater sig
nificance to other areas, such as telephony, than is immedi
ately apparent, as well as being of major impact in the
computer industry.
Enhanced VM, a DL/1 equivalent, and the V-series
accelerator concept are all innovations that indicate a
desire to move away from the purely emulative form of
PCM supplier.
In Australia the seal of approval of PCM equip
ment came with the acquisition of an Itel AS/6 by Medibank. This has been followed by orders from the Depart
ment of Finance and of Veterans’ Affairs for Amdahl
systems.
The rapid installation and thorough support of
these systems confirmed the basic viability of the PCM
approach.
However, despite the proven successful history of
the PCM approach, see (1), there is a continuing depend
ence on the underlying software, from IBM in the cases
discussed above, which remains an area of major concern
to prospective buyers. At least one PCM supplier, Two PI,
now recognises this concern by offering VPSS and EDOS
operating systems.
—

3.

THE SCM SYSTEMS
One of the major reasons given for following the
PCM approach is the current level of investment in IBM-
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style application programs. This has been variously estim
ated as up to $US2000m, on 360-architecture systems. It
is surmised that the bulk of this investment is in batch file
systems using standard high level languages.
The PCM approach is one way of tackling this
potential investment, with the overriding query on con
trol of the standard software.
An alternative approach is to build a system that
is at the application interfaces equivalent to the IBM
systems, or whatever system is required. Another example
is the PDP-11 series using the RSX-11 series of operating
systems where PCM or SCM approaches are used. The
approach of generating equivalent interfaces is the SCM
approach.
It is worth noting that Australian Government pro
curement policies has in the past always admitted the
possibility of system conversion, at least theoretically.
To put this in context, conversion costs run at between
$1-$3 per line of source code, for a file based system.
Converting, say, a STAIRS/IMS system to another manu
facturer’s offerings would be of significantly greater diffi
culty, and hence cost.
However, it is important to note that the SCM
approach goes beyond merely allowing a user to run his
application without change, or without significant change,
a topic which is covered later.
The SCM approach also allows the supplier to design
application-oriented software, such as data-base systems, to
either augment or replace current industry offerings.
This approach is essential, for if major investments
are to be made in special software, as for banking applic
ations, then both the supplier and the user can be pro
tected, since the underlying standard software comes
from the supplier.
With application software becoming of increasing
importance this approach then allows the supplier to
penetrate specific market places with confidence as well
as maintaining the ability to co-exist in current areas.
The obvious disadvantage is the resources in both
people and cost needed to devise and maintain the necess
ary standard software.
The scope of such software is shown in Fig. 2, which
shows a diagrammatic outline of the Facom M-series
standard software. This series represents a typical SCM
approach, and is covered in more detail in the following
sections.
3.1

M-Series Architecture
The M-series was a joint development project under
the auspices of MITI, with the technical input from Amdahl
as indicated, through agreement reached when Fujitsu
assisted in funding Amdahl’s successful emergence.
The basic architecture is substantially that of the
370 including mainframe and peripherals. The M-series
differs from the Amdahl V-series in that the M-series
possesses an extended instruction set to maximise oper
ating system performance for all M-series configurations
and is designed to handle the specific characteristics of
Fujitsu peripherals.
The major difference between Facom and Amdahl
is both philosophical and technical. Facom systems are
designed to be closely coupled multi-processors, partic
ularly the top end systems, while Amdahl systems are all
uniprocessors.
As far as applications are concerned the M-series is,
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USER PROGS

This compatibility has been demonstrated in Aust
ralia, and utilised on current M-series installation in Aust
ralia.
However, the position is not so straightforward
when considering non-batch systems, as discussed in the
next section.
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3.3

OPERATING
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Figure 2. M-Series Standard Software

therefore, a superset in terms of facilities, compared to
the IBM equivalent.
The implication is, further, that the M-series could
be run in PCM mode, and, indeed, Bell Labs have made
comparisons between operating systems using this feature.
3.2

M-Series Standard Software
The normal block structure of M-series software
is equivalent to IBM’s OS structure and for convenience
software components are given the accepted industry
standard names in most cases, shown in Fig. 2.
The main component of interest is the operating
system, termed OSIV/F4. This Facom-developed system
may be most easily described in functional terms as a
mix of OS/VS1 and MVS features.
From an external viewpoint those features most
used have been implemented whilst keeping the over
heads as low as possible. The result is a 20 per cent potent
ial performance improvement over a M-series running
MVS, some 10 per cent arising from the use of the ex
tended instruction set, 10 per cent from the tailoring of
OSIV/F4.
The philosophy for incorporation of new OS feat
ures is straightforward; they have to be proven and stable
in the marketplace before OSIV/F4 is enhanced with the
features. This gives an obvious advantage of hindsight,
but an apparent marketing disadvantage of not possessing
‘state of the art’ features.
As for the comparison with Amdahl, the most
obvious divergence is in the area of multiprocessors. OSIV/
F4 was designed initially for tightly coupled systems, and,
therefore, did not incorporate the JES2/3 loose coupling
features. A side effect is a lack of need for a VM feature.
The internal structures of OSIV/F4 show minor
variations from IBM standards, the supervisor call number
ing is slightly different, but these differences may be
summed up by observing that a competent IBM systems
programmer would find no trouble in understanding
OSIV/F4.
This level of interface compatibility has the result
that batch application programs running under OS/VSI
or MVS can be run under OSIV/F4 with minimal, often
zero, modification.
In some cases object code from an IBM system has
been loaded and run directly, such is the degree of com
patibility.
1 02

M-series: TP Systems
In contrast with Univac systems, as an example,
which has had a long involvement with on-line systems,
the IBM designs have been primarily derived from batch
usage.
This has led to a somewhat piecemeal development
of access methods and spread of functions between soft
ware components. TCAM, BTAM and VTAM are all cur
rent network access methods that are still supported despite
moves to only support the latter.
Similarly, the incorporation of device support, such
as 3270 Read Modify, or application functions, such as
Basic Mapping, within the standard software components
means that there is no single interactive software inter
face equivalent to the batch interface.
The problems that such historical developments
present are outlined in the article by R.S. Moore (1979)
in (2). The interesting aspect of this article is the number
of special software components implemented outside the
standard components, either as a matter of convenience
or of need.
In practice, a survey of current usage, cross checked
by examining third party products for interactive system
interfaces, shows that BTAM/CICS, followed by VTAM2/
CICS, is the most representative of any possible standard.
Third party products such as ADABAS, for data
base handling and ETC for text management are designed
to work in two basic modes, in batch and in CICS, as
examples.
A further usage is in pseudo-batch using TSO, or
Facom’s equivalent, TSS, as an example, to edit files and
to initiate jobs in batch.
For SCM this uniformity of CICS usage leads to
two possible strategies —
—
The direct use of CICS
—
The provision of a CICS-like interface.
The first strategy is possible since IBM allows the
licensing of CICS to a specific processor and implement
ation is straightforward. However, the NCP/VTAM com
bination is a difficult area and the SCM is essentially
forced to provide a NCP/VTAM combination to match
the version of CICS to be used.
In some ways the control of NCP/VTAM by the
SCM is an advantage as it follows the argument of reduced
dependency on a competitor’s products, in a more critical
area than that of the operating system itself.
The second strategy increases the investment in
software in a volatile area, but, again, eases the dependency.
In practice, an SCM can follow both strategies as
appropriate to the timings of the various marketplaces.
To take the M-series as an example, it is clear that CICS/
VS will run, necessitating only an upgrade to Facom’s
VTAM. The alternative is to develop a CICS/VS-like inter
face to the DC component of the Advanced Information
Manager AIM DB/DC, the Facom-proprietary database
system.
Historically IBM systems have retained both CICS
and IMS/DC so the case of CICS and AIM/DC seems
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logical in Facom’s case. Such an approach, as indicated
earlier, allows the SCM to penetrate new market areas
with tailored software whilst still preserving industry
compatibility.
3.4

M-series Database Systems
The strategies for database handling are equivalent
to those for interactive support, what is sought is the
ability to:
—
Run application software without any more than
minimal change.
—
Run third party applications and database systems,
again with minimal change.
—
Develop new database applications outside the
compatible mode.
Taking these points in reverse order, the use of
OSIV/F4 and a interactive support strategy as in 3.3
allows developments such as AIM to proceed freely.
The second point has been demonstrated by imple
menting systems such as ADABAS for clients on M-series,
for production usage.
Technically this is direct, though non-trivial inter
face modifications are required for the multi-user cases
using MPM, the multi-program manager. This involves
inter-region communication which is essentially an oper
ating system function.
The most difficult class to handle is that of applic
ations using products such as DL/1, for example. How
ever, DL/1-equivalent software is coming on the market
place, from Amdahl as one vendor, which should alleviate
the technical and contractual problems surrounding the
direct use of IMS.
3.5

M-series Summary
Facom M-series has been selected as an example of
an SCM, probably the most ambitious one to date. Strat
egies for software have been put forward for handling not
only batch users but also interactive and database situ
ations. The indications are that the SCM not only give
compatibility but can also give, independently, effective
tailored systems for specific markets.
4.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
Fig. 3 illustrates the blocks of a total system, with
users accessing data bases via terminals, and specialised
packages being used.
Reference 2 shows the types of problems en
countered when such a system actually has to be built.
Though functionality may be consistent through a user
chain to the database, problems such as security, access
control, and accounting are less well served.
To give one example, a database system such as
ADABAS is regarded by the OS accounting mechanisms
as a single user. It is not possible to isolate the system
resources' consumed by a terminal user, so some other
solution has to be found, if such detailed accounting is
required.
If batch, TSO, and CICS are used it is usually necess
ary to have some separate accounting package or sub
system controlling each one, plus an overall subsystem to
collect information against users, since no common method
of accounting exists.
However, tracing such system-wide needs is one of
the most valuable aids to system designers and it is possible
in most cases to build a system that is adequate from
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980
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these aspects.
Fig. 3 indicates the use of some proprietary pack
ages to give total control of the system including JOL,
Job Organisation Language, and DMS, Data Management
System.
5.

NON-TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In system building the technical problems are often
the easiest to solve, or at least to clearly delineate.
The areas in which good understanding has proved
difficult to achieve are:
—
Contractual, including guarantees of compatibility
and performance.
—
Support.
—
Education.
—
Documentation.
—
Futures.
The main reason for this difficulty, at least initially,
is the expectation that everything will be straightforward
if, and only if, all products come from the same supplier.
The use of a range of suppliers brings such problems
into sharp focus and in a way that should also be applied
in the single-supplier situation.
With the growing maturity and success of third
party software suppliers and users, there is now a body of
knowledge on how to approach these concerns, and stable
methods of supply and maintenance have been established.

6.

CONCLUSION
The concept of the Software Compatible Machine,
the SCM, has been introduced and explored mainly by
reference to the Facom M-series of systems.
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The advantages of such systems are a greater degree
of independence from competitors’ products together
with the ability to generate specific systems outside the
compatible area.
The disadvantage is primarily the cost in people
and money in developing and maintaining the necessary
range of standard software.
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Parallel Execution of a Sequence
of Tasks on a
Asynchronous Multiprocessor
G.M. Baudet,+ R.P. Brent,^ and H.T. Kung*
Given a sequence of tasks to be performed serially, a parallel algorithm is proposed to accel
erate the execution of the tasks on an asynchronous multiprocessor by taking advantage of fluctu
ations in the execution times of individual tasks.
A parallel program requiring no critical section is given to implement the algorithm and its
correctness is proved. A spacewise more efficient implementation which requires the use of critical
sections is also given.
An analysis is presented (for both implementations) to estimate the speed-up achievable with
the parallel algorithm. When the execution times are exponentially distributed, and no critical section
is used, the algorithm with k processes yields a speed-up of order k'/2.
Keywords and Phrases: Asynchronous machines, critical sections, multiprocessors, parallelism,
queuing theory, redundancy, speed-up, synchronization, zero-finding.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the design and analysis of
parallel algorithms for asynchronous multiprocessors such
as C.mmp (Wulf and Bell, 1972) and Cm* (Fuller et al,
1977). For any given task, the task execution time on
such a system is dependent upon the properties of the
operating system, effects of other users, processor-memory
interference, and many other factors. As a result, it is
often necessary to assume that task execution times are
random variables rather than constants. The fluctuations
in task execution times may be significant (Baudet, 1978).
In this paper we propose a novel way of using asynchron
ous multiprocessors, to achieve a speed-up by taking ad
vantage of fluctuations in task execution times. (The usual
way of achieving a speed-up on multiprocessors is through
the exploitation of inherent parallelism in tasks. The two
approaches can, of course, be combined.)
To illustrate with an every-day example: suppose that
a husband and wife go shopping together and find queues
at both checkouts in a supermarket. They can minimise
their expected waiting time by joining separate queues
(and exchanging items when one of them reaches the
head of a queue).
We shall present our result as a solution to the prob
lem of execution of a sequence of n tasks wi, . . . ,wn
under the following conditions:
Cl.

C2.

For i = 2, ... ,n, task Wj cannot be started before the
completion of Wj_i (i.e., the tasks are linearly
ordered).
For i = 1, . . . ,n, no parallelism can be utilized in the
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C3.

execution of w; (i.e., we are not allowed to decom
pose a task).
The execution time of a task is a random variable
rather than a constant. (This condition formalises
the asynchronous nature of the multiprocessor.)

We view a parallel algorithm for asynchronous multi
processors as a collection of asynchronous processes which
communicate through the use of global variables. Such an
algorithm is defined by giving the procedure each of its
processes executes when assigned to a processor. While
analyzing the algorithm, we always assume that a pro
cessor is available for any of the runnable processes of
the algorithm. (See Kung [1976] for a general discussion
of asynchronous parallel algorithms, and Kung and Song
[1977], Robinson [1979] for examples of such algor
ithms.) In Section 2 we give an algorithm which uses
k > 1 asynchronous processes to solve the problem. The
algorithm is interesting because at most one process is
doing useful work at any given time. Nevertheless, by
taking advantage of condition C3, the mean execution
time is less for k > 1 than for k = 1, i.e., a speed-up is
achieved.
As an example, consider the computation of
xi,... ,xn defined by
*i+1 = ^(xi,. • • ,Xi_d),

where xo,x_i, . . . ,x_d are given and \jj is some iteration
function. Let Wj+i be the task of computing i//(xj, . . . ,
Xj_d). Our algorithm could be used to execute tasks
v/i, . . . ,wn, which is equivalent to evaluating x-|,. .. ,xn.
The application to root-tinding and minimisation algor
ithms is obvious.
The speed-up ratio S|< (n) of a parallel algorithm
using k processes is defined in Section 3, and some pre
liminary results are proved there. In Section 4 we give
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Figure 1. A possible task scheduling with three processes.

programs to implement our algorithm both with and
without using critical sections and prove their correct
ness. In Section 5 we consider the implementation with
out critical sections, and obtain an analytic expression for
the speed-up under certain assumptions (A1 and A2 of
Section 5). For large n and k, our result is Sk (n) ~
(2k/7r),/2.
In Section 6 we consider the implementation which
uses critical sections. Here the analysis is more difficult,
and we can obtain analytic results only for k < 2. Some
conclusions and open problems are stated in Section 7.
Some caution is necessary when interpreting the
results of this paper. Under conditions C1-C3 above we
can obtain a real speedup in the expected execution time
of a sequence of given tasks. We do not claim to increase
the system throughput. In fact, since redundant comput
ations are often performed, overall system throughput
may be degraded. It might be necessary to prohibit our
approach if it became too popular amongst the users of a
system of asynchronous multiprocessors! For further
discussion see Section 7.
2.

THE ALGORITHM
For each positive integer k, we define an algorithm
with k processes for executing tasks wi,.. . ,wn under con
ditions C1 and C2 stated in the preceding section. The
algorithm is specified as follows:
Whenever a process, P, is ready to execute a task,
(i)
if no task has yet been completed by any
process, process P starts executing task W],
(ii)
otherwise, if the last task wn has not yet been
completed by any process, process P starts
executing a task which is unfinished and
ready for execution.
For simplicity, we shall assume that no two tasks are
completed at the same time. Then due to the linear order
ing of the tasks, (ii) defines without ambiguity a unique
task to be executed by process P.
Let t-|,t2,t3, . . . with tj < tj+i be the time instants
of completions of tasks by the processes. The diagram in
Figure 1 illustrates a possible scheduling of the tasks when
they are executed by the algorithm with three processes.
Note that when process P3 finishes task W3 at time
tg, process P2 has already completed W4. Thus, after P3
completes W3, it starts executing W5 rather than W4.
Task W4 is skipped by P3. Similarly, tasks W5 and W7 are
skipped by Pi, and tasks W2 and w7 by.P2- After any one
of the three processes has executed six tasks, tasks W1
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through wg rather than tasks wi through wg are com
pleted. A speed-up has been achieved!
Observe that at any given time at most one process
is doing work useful for later computation. With respect
to the scheduling given by Figure 1, the time intervals
on which processes are doing useful computations are
indicated in Figure 2. Thus the speed up is not achieved
by sharing work among processes but is achieved by taking
advantage of fluctuations in the execution times.
3.

A SPEED-UP MEASURE
Consider the algorithm with k processes as specified
in the preceding section. The algorithm is said to be the
sequential algorithm if k = 1 and to be a parallel algorithm
if k > 1. Let
T|< (n) = the time to execute tasks w-| ,W2, . . • ,wn by
the algorithm with k processes.
Let T|< (n) be the mean of the random variable Tk (n). We
define the speed-up ratio of the parallel algorithm with k
processes to be

For each k and for each execution of the algorithm
with k processes, we define Sk j to be the time instant of
the first completion of task w,’, and define Sk,o = 0- For
example, with respect to the scheduling of Figure 1, with
k = 3, we have
53,1 = tli_s3,2 = t2, S3j3 = t5, S3(4 = t7, S3f5 = tg, S3>6 =
*12. s3,7 = tl3> • • ■

The following theorem describes the relation between

P

WT

1 H.1 I 2 I
w
I—

w

I—h

H—-—I

Figure 2. Time intervals on which processes are doing useful work.
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{ Skj} and{ tj} in terms of the scheduling of the tasks. This
theorem is important in Sections 5 and 6 for computing
speed-up ratios.
Theorem 3.1
Suppose that sk j = t / with 1 < i < n-1. Then Sk,j+i =
t /+j for some 1 < j < k if and only if
(a)
(b)

the j processes completing tasks at times
t/,t/+i> • • • T/+J-1 are all distinct, and
the process completing task Wj+i at time
t /+j is one of the j processes mentioned in (a).

Proof
(=>) Suppose that some process P completes two tasks at
times t /+h and t /+m for 0 < h < m <j—1. Then, since at
time t /+h task W| has already been completed, the task
completed at time t /+m by process P must be Wj+i. This
contradicts the fact that Wj+i is completed for the first
time at time t/+j, since t /+m < t /+j. This proves (a).
Let P be the process completing task Wj+i, for the
first time, at time t/+j. Suppose that P does not complete
any task in the time interval [t /, t /+j_i ]. Then the task
completed by P at time t /+j must be started before time
t /. But at any time before t /, task Wj is not completed yet.
Hence any task started before time t / cannot be Wj+i. In
particular, the task completed by P at time t /+j cannot be
Wj+i. This contradiction proves (b).
(<=) The proof is omitted, since it is similar to the one
above.
For i = 1,2, . . . ,n, let Tk (i) be the random variable repre
senting the quantity sk>i —
i. Then since Tk (n) =
sk,n» we have
(3.1) Tk (n) = Tk (1) + Tk (2) + ... +

(n).

(3.1) will be used later to compute Tk (n), which is needed
for evaluating the speed-up ratio Sk (n).
4.

PARALLEL PROGRAMS FOR THE ALGORITHM
AND THEIR CORRECTNESS
We give two programs to implement the algorithm
with k processes: one without critical sections and one
with critical sections.
4.1 A Program without Critical Sections
Program A:
global (integer or real) array U [1:n];
global Boolean array M[1 :n+1];
Initialization: begin
for m ♦-1 to n+1 do M[m] * false;
start processes Pi,... ,Pk
end
Process Pj:
begin integer rrij;
mi +1;
while M[mj] do mj*-mj+1;
(4.1)
(4.2)
while mj <n do
begin
(perform task wmj;
(4.3)
l write the output of task wm
(4.4)
(4.5)
M[mj] ♦•true;
(4.6)
while M[mj] do mj <-mj+1
end
end
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

Assume that the tasks are not allowed to alter the
array M and integers mj. We shall prove that Program A is
correct in the following sense:
PI. For m = 2, . . . ,n, task wm is executed only if task
wm_i has been finished and its output has been
written on U[m—1].
P2. For j = 1, . . . ,k, process Pj can execute the loops at
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.6) at most n times.
P3. All the tasks wi, . . . ,wm will have been completed
at the time when any one of the processes Pi, .. . ,Pk
terminates its execution.
Property P2 guarantees that the program will term
inate. (Note that there is no possibility of deadlocks in
the program.) Property P1 ensures that the linear ordering
requirement of the executions of the tasks is maintained,
and property P3 implies that when the program termin
ates all the tasks are completed.
Lemma 4.1
(i)
For m = 1, . . . ,n, if M[m] is set to true, it
remains true afterwards.
(ii)
After being initialized to false, M[n+1] is
never modified.
Proof
After initialization, M can only be modified through
statement (4.5) executed by some process Pj. But when
entering the main while-loop (starting at (4.2) ), mj satisfies
the condition mj < n and is not modified before the execut
ion of (4.5). Therefore M[n+1] can never be modified.
Lemma 4.2
For j = 1, . . . ,k, if mj has the value m > 2, then
M[m—1 ] is true.
Proof
Suppose that mj = m with m > 2 at time t. If mj was
incremented by one to the value m inside the while state
ment (4.1) or (4.6), then the test of M[mj] being true
with mj = m—1 must have been satisfied. Hence M[m—1]
was true at some time before t. Thus, by Lemma 4.1
M[m—1] is true at time t.
Lemma 4.3
For m = 2, . . . ,n, if M[m] is true, then M[m—1] is
true.
Proof
Suppose that M[m] is true. Then M[m] must have
been assigned to true through instruction (4.5) by some
process Pj with mj having the value m. Therefore, by
Lemma 4.2, M[m—1 ] is true.
Lemma 4.4
For m = 1, . . . ,n, if M[m] is true, then task wm is
completed and its output is on U[m].
Proof
Suppose that M[m] is true. Then M[m] must have
been assigned to true through instruction (4.5) by some
process Pj with mj having the value m. Since Pj executes
instruction (4.5) only after the completion of task wmj.
and since mj is not modified in between, we conclude
that task wm is completed.
We are now able to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1
Program A satisfies properties P1, P2 and P3.
Proof
1.
Suppose that process Pj is executing wm with m =
mj > 2. Then by Lemma 4.2 M[m—1] is true, and
hence by Lemma 4.4 wm_-| is completed and its
output is on U[m—1], We conclude that program A
satisfies P1.
2.
Property P2 follows from (ii) of Lemma 4.1, since
mj is incremented by one in each execution of a
loop.
3.
Suppose that a process, say process Pj, terminates.
This happens only when mj = m+1. Thus by Lemma
4.2 M[n] is true and hence by Lemma 4.3 M[m] is
true for all m = 1, . . . ,n. Therefore by Lemma 4.4
all tasks are completed. We have shown that Pro
gram A satisfies property P3.
Program A is very reliable in the following sense.
Property P3 implies that, even if some processes fail (for
reasons external to the algorithm: e.g., “crash” of the
processors executing the processes) the program may
still continue executing tasks and eventually complete all
the tasks provided that there remains at least one active
process. We shall not pursue this reliability issue any
further in this paper, though we believe it is important.
4.2

A Program with Critical Sections
For problems where we are only interested in the
output of the last task wn, the use of the global arrays
U[1:n] and M[1:n+1] in Program A can be avoided at
the expense of using critical sections.
We shall illustrate the idea with the following ex
ample. Consider the problem of generating the nth iterate
xn by Xj * ip(xj_-j) given the initial iterate xq. Suppose
that we use Program A. Then corresponding to the global
array U[ 1:n] we have the global array x[0:n] where x[i]
keeps the value of the ith iterate, and (4.3) and (4.4)
become
x[mj] -vKxtmj-l]).
Note that we only need x[n]. The use of the array x[0:n]
is wasteful in space, and might even be impractical (e.g.,
when n is large and when the elements x[0] ,x [1 ], . . . ,
x[n] are themselves vectors or complicated structures).
The following program solves the problem:
Program B:
global integer m; global real x;
Initialization: begin
m -1;x «-x0;
start processes Pi,... ,Pk
end
begin integer mj; real yj;
Process Pi:
(4.7)
{ mi -m; yj -x}
while mj < n do
begin

yj Myj)
{ if mj = m then (m * mj+1; x «■ yj)};
{ mj -m; yj -x}
end

(4.8)
(4.9)
end

70S

It is crucial to assume that the statements enclosed
within a pair of curly brackets (lines (4.7), (4.8) and
(4.9)) are programmed as critical sections. (As a matter
of fact, the two lines (4.8) and (4.9) can be programmed
as one critical section.) With this assumption it is possible
to prove the correctness of the above program. The proof
is based on the observation that the global variable m is a
non-decreasing function of time which takes on all integer
values between 1 and n+1. The proof is relatively easy and
hence is omitted here.
Note that, as we already mentioned, x and yj may
represent a large amount of data. Hence the execution of
x *■ yj or yj x inside a critical section may take a signifi
cant amount of time. After presenting, in Section 5, an
analysis for programs which do not have critical sections,
we will give, in Section 6, an analysis for programs which
do have critical sections.
5.

SPEED-UP RATIOS - IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH
OUT CRITICAL SECTIONS
Let ty be the random variable representing the time
to execute’task Wj by process Pj. In this and the next
section, we assume that the tn, for i = i, . . . ,n and j =
7, . . . ,k, are independent and identically distributed. The
assumption is reasonable when all tasks are of the same
complexity. We shall use T to denote any of the random
variables tjj, and use r to denote the mean of T. We assume
that T is independent of k, the number of processes in the
algorithm. This is a reasonable assumption when there are
more than k processors, memory is sufficiently inter
leaved and the time lost due to memory interference can
be ignored.
It is easy to obtain Ti (n). By (3.1) with k = 1, we
have
Ti (n) = T-i (1) +

ti

(2) + ... + ri (n).

Since, in this case, the t-\ (i) are independent and identical
ly distributed with mean r, we deduce
(5.1) Tt (n) = nr.
In the rest of the paper, in order to evaluate Tk (n),
we impose the following further assumptions:
A1. AH processes start at the same time t = 0. (I.e., at to
all the k processes start with the execution of task
Wj.)
A2. The random variable T is exponentially distributed
with mean r.
We observe that by the independence of the tj j and
by assumption A2 the quantities rk (i), i = 1, . . . ,n, are
independent random variables. It follows, from equation
(3.1) and assumption A2, that
(5.2) Tk (n) = rk (1) + .. . + fk (n).
In addition, by assumption A1, Tk (1) is given by the
minimum of k random variables distributed as T. Since T
is exponentially distributed, the minimum has the mean:
(5.3) rk (1)=7We now consider Tk (i+1) for i = 1, . . . ,n-1. Define
the distribution probability Pk j, i = 1,2, . . . , as follows.
(We use here the same notation as in Section 3.) Let pk j
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be the probability that Sk,j+1 = t /+j, given that Sk,i = t /
for some /. Hence for 1 <j < k, pk,j is the probability that
conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3’.1 hold. Using the same
argument as used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is easy to
show that pkj = 0 if j > k. In addition, assumption A2
implies that, from the memory-less property of the ex
ponential distribution, pk,j is independent of i and /. We
have

Lemma 5.2
Nk = Qk-

Proof
We have
Nk = I jpk,i = .2 (k- (k-j)) pk)]

= k ^ Pk,j - 2) (k-j) pk,j

j t /+1 — t / with probability pk,i,
(5.4) Tk(i+1)=

1 (t/+1 -*/) + (t/+2 ~t/+i)
j
•
with probability pi<;2,
[ (t/+i -1 /) + ... + (t/+k — t /+k—1)
'
with probability Pk,k-

Since by assumption A2 the random variables t /+i - t /,
/ - 1,2, . . . , are independent (and identically distributed)
random variables with mean -£t, we derive from (5.4)
that, for i = 1,.. . ,n-1, the mean of Tk (i+1) is given by:
(5.5) Fk (i+1) =

k
k
2 pk,j (it) = T 2jpk,ij=l
k
1=1

k

jk!
kl (k-j)!

k

jk!
kJ (k-j)! "

=

=

k-1
jk!_____
- jjj ki + 1 (k-j-1)!
k

The leading terms in the asymptotic series for Qk are
known (Knuth, 1973, Eq. (25) in §1.1.11.3):
Qk=V?k_i+

iW

7r

2k

By (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5), we obtain that

(j-1 )k!
ki (k-j)!

~i-+ 1

1 35k

288

2k3

+ 0 (k'2).

Hence by (5.1), (5.6) and Lemma 5.2, we have the follow
ing theorem:

(5.6) Tk (n) = Jr[1 + (n-1) Sjpk,) ].

Theorem 5.1
Using k processes, the speed-up ratio is given by
To evaluate Tk (n), we need to know the following quan
tity:
k
Nk = S^Pkj.
Lemma 5.1
,
,
jk!
(5.7) pkj = —------------ k)+ (k-j)!

c /„\ nk
bk ln/ ■, + (n-i)Nk >
where

Nk=Vfk

.(k-j+1) =
y_____ .
k
ki(M)!

Moreover, by condition (b) of Theorem 3.1, the process
completing a task at time t /+j must be one of the j pro
cesses mentioned above. This occurs with probability -j-.
Hence the probability that Sk i = t / and Sk j+1 = t /+; is
L
k

k!
k J (k -j)!

+ -L V-TL+ 0(k-2).
135k 288 2k3

Asymptotically, when both n and k are large we obtain

We first observe that, by assumption A2, for / 1,2, ... , any one of the k processes is equally likely to
complete a task at time t /. Suppose that Sk,i = t / and
Sk,i+1 = t /+j. Then by condition (a) of Theorem 3.1, the
j processes completing tasks at time t /,t /+i, . . . , t i+y\
are different. This occurs with probability
........

12 v 2k

for j = 1,. .. ,k.
Sk (n) ~sjl- V~k^0.798\/k7r

Proof

(cq| !t (k-1)
V
' k ' k

1 + J- VTL

’

’

'

The problem of computing the leading terms in the
asymptotic series for Nk is rather difficult. Fortunately,
some known results can be used here. Define

Qk = * lifeThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

6.

SPEED-UP RATIOS - IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH
CRITICAL SECTIONS
In this section, we analyze speed-up ratios achievable
by the algorithms when they are implemented with critical
sections.
The diagram of Figure 3 illustrates a portion of a pos
sible scheduling of the tasks by the parallel algorithm with
two processes. In the diagram, the crosses and circles
indicate the sequences of time instants u, and Vj,
i=1,2, . . . , when a process completes a task and when the
same process completes the subsequent critical section.
Since, at any time, only one process can execute the
critical section, a process may have to wait before enter
ing the critical section. The periods of waiting times are
indicated by the shaded lines. The time instants t, when
processes actually enter the critical section are indicated
by the triangles.
As in the preceding section, we assume that the time
a process takes to execute a task is a random variable inde
pendent of the process and of the task. Let F be its dis
tribution function, and f its density function. Similarly, we
assume that the time a process takes to execute the critical
section is a random variable independent of the process. Let
109
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Figure 3. A possible task scheduling with two processes.

B be its distribution function and b its density function.
Furthermore, let r and (3 denote the average execution
times for a task and for the critical section, respectively.
In the following, we derive a general formula for eval
uating the speed-up ratio achievable by the parallel
algorithm with two processes for the case when F is an ex
ponential distribution function and B is a general distribu
tion function.
Observe that at time tj when a process enters the criti
cal section, the second process is necessarily performing
some task (possibly just starting a task). Since the distribu
tion function F is exponential, at time tj the remaining
execution time for the task performed by the second pro
cess is distributed according to the same distribution func
tion F. Therefore the evolution of the processes, from time
tj on, is independent of the past for any distribution B.
In particular, the random variables tj+i — tj, for i = 1,2,...,
are independent and identically distributed, and the same
holds for the random variables rk (i+1), for i = 1,2, . . .,
defined in Section 3.
In this section, let T1 (n) and T2 (n) denote the time
to complete task wn and the subsequent critical section by
the sequential algorithm and the. parallel algorithm with
two processes, respectively. Let Ti (n) and T2 (n) denote
their means. It follows from the above discussion that, for
k = 1 and 2, we have:
(6.1) Tk (n) = ri< (1) + rk (2) + . .. + fk (n) + j3
where the last term, (3, accounts for the time to execute the
last critical section (after the completion of task wn).
Consider first the sequential algorithm. In this case,
we simply haveri (1) =t, and, for i_f 2,... ,n,Tj (i)=/3 + r.
Therefore, by equation (6.1): (6.2) Ti (n) = n(r + j3).
(Here we ignore the fact that in the sequential algorithm
the code corresponding to critical sections in the parallel
algorithm can be shortened, since there is no need to
include synchronization primitives.)
Consider now the parallel algorithm. As (5.3), we
have
(6.3)

t2

(1 )=jT.

For j = 1 and 2, let pj be the probability that S2,i+1 =
t /+j, given that s2 j = t/ for some /. As in Section 5, by
Theorem 3.1, we obtain, for i = 1,2,. . .,n-1,

(6.4)

t2

11/+1 — t/
with probability pi,
(i+1) = <
((t/+i — t/) + (t/+2 — t/+i) with probability
P2.

We have already mentioned that the random variables
t/+i — t/, / = 1,2, . . ., are independent and identically dis
tributed. Let p denote their mean. It follows from (6.4)
that the mean of r2 (i+1) is given by
(6.5)

t2

(i+1) = pi • p + p2 • 2p = (2 - Pi)q,

since pi + p2 = 1.
The following lemma establishes the values of p and
P1Lemma 6.1
(6.6) p = (3 +y B*(1/r),
(6.7) pi = j B*(1/r),
where B* is the Laplace transform of the distribution
function B.
Proof
We consider transitions for passing from time tj to
time tj+i. Up to a permutation of the processes, there are
three possible transitions as defined by the diagrams in
Figure 4,
where the notation of Figure 3 is assumed.
Let Hj (t), j = 1,2 and 3, be the probability that trans
ition Aj takes place and that tj+i — tj < t. We have:
Hi (t )=Jt0 [1 — F(x)] /£ b(y)f(x-y)dy dx,
H2 (t) = Jo f(x) /£ b(y) [ 1 - F(x-y) dy dx,
H3 (t) =/q b(x)F(x)dx.

t.

1

______ o

A---------- oA

3•

V

\////y/s-h

fci+l
Figure 4. Three possible transitions.
no
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But we observe that H(t)= H-| (t) + H2 (t) + H3 (t) is the
distribution function for tj+i — tj and that the same pro
cess enters the critical section at both times tj and tj+i
only with transition Aj. Hence:

Speed-up ratio

H = /~tdH(t) = /~[1 - H(t)]dt,

Pl =/^dH1(t)=/-[1 — F(x)] f* b(y)f(x-y)dy dx,
from which equations (6.6) and (6.7) follow easily.
By collecting the preceding results, we obtain the fol
lowing theorem:
Theorem 6.1:
S2(n)

n(r + (3)
(n-1) [2 -1b*0/7)] [|3 + 1tb*(i/t)1 +lr+ j3
t + (3
+ 00
P + 1b*{] /t)

2-1b*(Mt)

We give below B*(1 /r) for some distribution functions B.
(i)

B is exponential (with parameter 1/(3):
B*(1/r)=7T0-

(ii)

B is the Dirac function at the point (3:
B*(1/t) = e~&T.

(iii)

Ratio a-

B is uniform over [a,b]:
-aIt

B*(1/r) =-

e

-b/7

Figure 5. Speed-up ratio with two processes for various distrib
utions B.

(b-a )/t

7.

In Figure 5, we have plotted the asymptotic speed-up
ratio S2 as a function of the ratio a = t/(t + (3) for the three
distributions mentioned above (in the third case, a and b
have been chosen as (3/2 and 3/3/2, respectively).
When a tends to 0 (or (3 tends to infinity), the algor
ithm approaches its worst performance, since the evalu
ations of the two processes tend to be exactly interleaved.
When a = 1 (or (3 = 0), the critical section is non-existent
and we have the results of Section 5.
We observe from Figure 5 that the best speed-up
ratio is always obtained when B is an exponential dis
tribution (the first case). We also note that the results
obtained for the two other cases are very close to each
other and close to the results obtained with the exponent
ial distribution. This suggests that the results obtained
with the exponential distribution could be used as approx
imations to results obtained with other distributions.
We can observe from Figure 5 that, unlike the imple
mentation without critical section, better speed-up is not
necessarily achieved by using more processes, though we
assume that a processor is always available to each process!
More precisely, the figure indicates that (when B is an
exponential distribution) in order to achieve the best
speed-up when two processors are available, one should
create two processes when a > 0.586, but only one pro
cess when a < 0.586. Similar results are useful in practice,
since they can be used to determine the optimal number of
processes to create in order to minimize the overall execut
ion time.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980

CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In recent years, research in parallel algorithms has
dealt mostly with synchronized array or vector processors
such as the ILLIAC IV or the CDC STAR, and there are
very few results on the design and analysis of algorithms
for asynchronous multiprocessors. In this paper, we have
proposed a novel method of using asynchronous multi
processors which takes advantage of their asynchronous
behaviour. We have also presented analytic techniques to
evaluate the performance of an asynchronous algorithm
using the method. The algorithm is expected to achieve a
large speed-up when the fluctuations in the task execution
times are relatively large. If inherent parallelism in tasks
can also be utilized, a larger speed-up may be obtained.
As noted in Section 2, at any given time at most
one process in the algorithm presented is doing work
useful for later computation. In this sense, the algorithm
achieves its speed-up through redundant computation
performed concurrently by a number of processes. It has
long been recognized that redundancy brings reliability.
Indeed, as observed in Section 4, the algorithm enjoys a
nice reliability property. Thus, this paper shows a tech
nique by which both speed and reliability can be achieved
through redundant computation. We expect that similar
ideas can be used to construct fast and reliable algorithms
for a variety of problems.
For the implementation with critical sections we
obtained analytic results for two processes. The results
show that the parallel algorithm using two processes is
not necessarily faster than the sequential algorithm, because
III

... Asynchronous Algorithms

of the critical section overheads associated with the para
llel algorithm. This confirms practical experience that the
speed-up ratio does not necessarily increase as the number
of processes increases. It would be interesting to extend
our analytic results for more than two processes. We
have chosen to deal with a simple problem by imposing
the condition that the tasks are linearly ordered. An inter
esting extension would be to consider a set of tasks
(possibly generated dynamically) which are ordered by a
directed graph (i.e., partially rather than linearly ordered).
Another interesting extension would be to design algor
ithms where the execution of a task by a process may be
interrupted by another process. We expect that this ap
proach could result in more efficient algorithms, since
processes which were not doing useful work could be
interrupted. A careful performance analysis including the
additional overheads introduced by the interruption mech
anism would be needed.
Following circulation of a draft of this paper, Barak
and Downey (1980) generalised our results by considering
the execution of a chain of tasks with interrupts, and
suggested several other directions in which our results
might be extended.
The results of this paper are not only applicable to
multiprocessor systems. The ideas can be used to solve
any problem in operation research which satisfies con
ditions similar to Cl, C2 and C3.
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Computer Elucidation of the
Occurrence of Higher Odd
Subharmonic Motion and Other
Subharmonic Phenomena
F. Hirst and P. Hawryszkiewycz*
A computer based investigation of the occurrence of higher odd subharmonic motion and other
related phenomena has been undertaken. Further investigation of a non-linear differential equation
exhibiting an odd subharmonic component in some solutions and an even subharmonic component in
other solutions has been accomplished.
Keywords and Phrases: Subharmonic, Differential Equation.
CR Categories: 5.17.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The presence of subharmonic components in the
motion of a forced oscillatory system with a non-linear
restoring force has been realised for a considerable time.
The first report of the phenomenon of subharmonics
was by Pedersen (1935) who observed a second-subhar
monic component (i.e. a component with one half the
frequency of the forcing frequency) in the output of a
moving-coil loudspeaker.
Due to presence of the non-linear restoring force, the
defining differential equation for the oscillatory system is
non-linear and so only approximate analytical solutions are
possible for small ranges of the equation parameters. Using
approximative methods, theoretical treatments have been
presented by Reuter (1949) and by McLachlan (1956) for a
system exhibiting second subharmonic motion.
Pearcey and Hirst (1963) and Pearcey, Hirst and
Thorne (1968) investigated the occurrence of second sub
harmonic and higher even subharmonic components in an
oscillatory system with an unsymmetrical quadratic
restoring force. By mass production of solutions of the non
linear differential equation involved, using both analog and
digital computers, the occurrence of even subharmonic
components was obtained for large ranges of equation
parameters.
Third subharmonic motion (i.e. oscillatory motion
with a one third subharmonic component present) was first
observed by Ludecke (1942) who arranged a mechanical
device with a restoring force involving a cubic term.
Theoretical analysis of third subharmonic motion has
been undertaken by McLachlan (1956), Lawden (1961) and
by Jordan and Smith (1977). Hayashi (1964) has investiga
ted initial conditions necessary to produce third subhar
monic motion in certain electrical systems.
Recently Hirst (1978) has undertaken a computerbased investigation of various oscillatory systems with a
cubic term present in the restoring force and has observed
“Copyright- © 1980, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
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the occurrence of third subharmonic motion and other
related phenomena over wide ranges of equation param
eters.
The present paper is a report on an investigation to
discern the presence of higher odd subharmonic compon
ents and associated phenomena present in certain oscil
latory systems.
In this investigation, the solution of the following
non-linear differential equations have been studied:—
x + Kx + cu2 (x + a4x3)

= 7coscot

0)

x + Kx + to2 (x — a4x5)

= 7coscot

(2)

x + Kx + co2 (x + ax2 + a2x3)

= 7coscot

(3)

0
0

where differentiation is respect to time t.
Equations (1) and (2) have a symmetric restoring
force (f-]) and fo) respectively, given by fq = x + a4x5
and f2 = x — a4x5, whilst equation (3) has an un
symmetrical restoring force (f3), given by f3 = x + ax2 +
a2x3_
Equations (1) and (2), as well as exhibiting solu
tions containing a third subharmonic component at one
third of the forcing frequency (third subharmonic
motion), also exhibit solutions involving higher odd sub
harmonic components. Equation (1) exhibits, in certain
ranges of variables, a component at one fifth of the
forcing frequency (fifth subharmonic motion); in other
ranges a component at one ninth of the forcing frequency
(ninth subharmonic motion) superimposed on a third
subharmonic component. Equation (2) has solutions
which, in certain ranges of variables, exhibit ninth
subharmonic motion superimposed on a third subhar
monic component. Equation (3) exhibits in its solutions, in
certain ranges of variables, an even subharmonic component
at one half of the forcing frequency (second subharmonic
motion) whilst in certain other ranges a different mode of
second subharmonic motion is present. Equation (3) also
exhibits third subharmonic motion.
For equations (.1) and (3) two modes of solution at
the forcing frequency are observed for certain ranges of
variables. One mode has a smaller amplitude (small

*The authors are with the Department of Computing Science, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, 5/1 5007. Manuscript received 12 April, 1980.
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mode) than the other (large mode). Details of where the
motion changes from small to large mode and vice versa
and phase plane plots of small and large mode solutions for
equation (3) have been given elsewhere, Hirst (1978).2

equations (1), (2) and (3) were transformed by the fol
lowing substitutions:—

2.

114

METHOD
To facilitate the production of computer solutions,

X

Y
=-

cot = 7rT

CO = COo p

to give
The Australian Computer journal, VoL 12, No. 3, August 1980
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y + K'y+f- e' (y + ys)
y

+ K’y + p- e' (y -y5)

y

+ K'y + -g— e' (y + y2 +y3)
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= 7'cos7rT

(4)

= 7'cos7rT

(5)

= 7'cos7rT

(6)

where
y.-xmL
u>o2P2

e'-9
p2

K' = —
OJQP

and where differentiation is respect to T.
During the investigation, the forcing frequency was
held constant at n radian sec-1 and 7' and e' were varied for
certain fixed values of the damping term K'.
For fixed values of 7' and e' and with K' disposed and
using appropriate starting values for T, y and y, computer
evaluation of the particular differential system was contin
ued using the method of Runge-Kutta until a stable solu
tion was obtained.
The setting of values of variables, checking the
progress of the computation of a particular solution and the
generation of graphical and printed output was undertaken
interactively on a PDP11/40 computer. Further details of
the method used are recorded elsewhere, Hirst and Hawryszkiewycz (1976) and Hirst (1978).
Figs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent phase plane plots of
particular solutions of the differential equations. In these
figures, the displacement y is plotted on the vertical axis
against the velocity y on the horizontal axis. The line of
print above the plot gives solution run number and date.
The first line below the plot indicates which terms are
present in the expression for the restoring force. A1 repre
sents a y term, A2 a y2 term and so on. On the second line
EG is equivalent to e', G is equivalent to 7' and K is
equivalent to K'. On the third line, Y1 equivalent to y and
Y2 equivalent to y, are starting values for the solution
plotted whilst the fourth line represents final values for Y1
and Y2 from the current solution which are available as
starting values for a further solution. The last line below the
plot represents scaling factors for the original line printer
sheet which has now been reduced.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results derived for the three equations (4), (5)
and (6) are now presented and discussed.
(a)

Equation (4)
Fig 6 gives a plot of 7' versus e', with K' = 0.05, for
equation (4) when the restoring force (f) is y + y5. Referrig to fig 6 lines ABC and DEF define a region and lines
HIJ and KLM also define a region where a third sub
harmonic component is present. A phase plane plot of
third subharmonic motion has been presented elsewhere,
Hirst (1978). In order to observe third subharmonic motion
in these regions, it is necessary to set appropriate starting
values of T, y and y. It is not possible to produce third sub
harmonic motion by changing 7' or e' from a previous solu
tion by a small adjustment to cross line segment AB as
motion at the forcing frequency (small mode) will persist.
In the region between lines DEj and HIJ motion exhibiting
a component at one ninth the forcing frequency is present
(ninth subharmonic motion).
Fig 1 gives a phase plane plot of ninth subharmonic
motion. The ninth subharmonic component is obtained by
776

small change of 7' and e' from a previous solution so as to
cross line DE. When in the area of ninth subharmonic
motion a small change of 7' or e1 so as to cross the line
segment DE will result in the ninth subharmonic compon
ent disappearing leaving only motion with the third sub
harmonic component present. Again with the' ninth sub
harmonic component present, small adjustment of 71 or e‘
to cross the line segment HI will result in the disappearance
of the ninth subharmonic motion and adjustment of 7' or
e1 to recross line segment HI will cause the ninth sub
harmonic component to re-appear.
For a solution within the region between lines HIJ
and KLM, with the third subharmonic component present,
changing 7' or e' to cross the line segment KL results in
motion at the forcing frequency only (small mode) whilst
changing 7' or e' so as to cross the segment ML results in
motion at the forcing frequency only (large mode).
For the area between lines ABC and DEF with the
third subharmonic component present, changing 7' or e‘
so as to cross the line segment AB results in motion at the
fundamental frequency (small mode) whilst changing y'
or e' so as to cross the line segment BC results in motion at
the fundamental frequency (large mode).
An interesting occurrence was observed in a small
region near 7' = 4.5 and e' = 0.05. With third subhar
monic present and a large change of 7', a motion exhibiting
one sixth the frequency of the forcing frequency was ob
served (sixth subharmonic motion), composed of second
and third subharmonic components which persisted when
y' and e' were altered by small adjustments over the small
region. With third subharmonic present and changing the
values of 7' or e' by small adjustments to traverse this
region, the sixth subharmonic was not established and the
third subharmonic persisted. See fig 2 for a phase plot of
sixth subharmonic motion.
Equation (3) also exhibits solutions containing a
component with a frequency one fifth of the forcing fre
quency and fig 7 shows the region where the fifth sub
harmonic motion is observed. Fig 3 shows a phase plane
plot of a solution exhibiting fifth subharmonic motion.
Starting values must be set appropriately for the fifth
subharmonic component to be present. Referring to fig 7,
when in the region exhibiting fifth subharmonic motion,
and 7' and e' are changed by small adjustments so as to
cross boundary ABC the motion changes to one which has
only the small mode at the forcing frequency present. From
starting values derived from the small mode solution, it is
not possible to re-establish the fifth subharmonic com
ponent by altering 7' and e' by small adjustments so as to
re-cross boundary ABC. Fig 8 combines the information
on figs 6 and 7 for comparison purposes.
(b)

Equation (5)
Fig 9 gives a plot of 7' versus e', with K' = 0.05, for
equation (5) when the restoring force (f) is y - y5 and
shows the region where solutions exhibit a third subhar
monic component. Again starting values must be set
appropriately for the third component to be present. Thus
with a solution with only small mode present and using
starting values therefrom, it is not possible to establish the
third component by altering y' and e’ by small adjustments
so as to cross boundary ABC.
Close to the line of instability DEF exists a narrow
region (for example with 7' = 4.5 and e' = 1.4), where a
ninth subharmonic component is present. This is superThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980
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imposed upon a third subharmonic component and ob
tained from the latter by small adjustments of y' and e\
When the DEF boundary is crossed the existing
motion becomes unstable. Also with the small mode pres
ent, when the HIJ boundary is crossed the existing motion
becomes unstable. No large mode of oscillation at the for
cing frequency is observed with equation (5).
Equation (6)
Fig 10 gives a plot of y' versus e’, with K1 = 0.05, for
equation (6) when the restoring force (f) is y + y2 + y3.
This plot depicts a region where solutions exhibit a third
subharmonic component and two regions where solutions
contain a second subharmonic component.
Referring to fig 10, the line ABC defines the region
of third subharmonic motion. Within the region of third
subharmonic motion, there is a small region near y' = 6.0
and e1 = 0.4 where sixth subharmonic motion appears with
small adjustment of 7' and e' from a previous solution. Full
details of the region where the third subharmonic compon
ent is present are given elsewhere, Hirst (1978).
Line DEF defines a region of second subharmonic
motion and fig 4 shows a phase plane plot of a solution
from this region exhibiting second subharmonic motion.
Another region of second subharmonic motion occurs
between lines GHI and JKL and, for this region, fig 5 shows
a phase plane plot of a solution exhibiting second sub
harmonic motion. The two regions of second sub
harmonic motion are shown in detail in figs 11 and 12
respectively.
(c)

f = y + y

K'= 0 05

Figure 10.
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Referring to fig 11, the region with solutions
exhibiting second subharmonic is contained between
lines ABC and DEF. For the second subharmonic com
ponent to be present in the motion, it is necessary to
set starting values appropriately. It is not possible to
establish the second subharmonic component from an
existing motion by changing 7' or e' by small adjust
ments so as to cross line ABC.
With the second subharmonic component present
and changing 7' or e' by small adjustments so as to cross
line DEF, a fourth subharmonic component is super
imposed on the motion containing the second subhar
monic component, then an eighth subharmonic com
ponent and higher even subharmonic components become
further superimposed.
Crossing the line segment GH upwards, the motion
containing the high even subharmonic components changes
to motion containing a third subharmonic component and
crossing the line segment HI downwards there is a change
to motion at the forcing frequency (small mode).
If the second subharmonic is present, crossing line
segment AB downwards results in a change to a motion
118

containing a third subharmonic component whilst crossing
line segment BC upwards the motion changes to one at the
forcing frequency (small mode).
Referring to fig 12, the region of second subharmonic
motion lies between lines ABCD and EFG. In order for the
second subharmonic component to be present, starting
vaues must be set appropriately. It is not possible to estab
lish the second subharmonic component from an existing
motion by changing 7' or e' by small adjustments so as to
cross line ABCD.
With second subharmonic motion present and
changing 7' or e' by small adjustments, the second sub
harmonic component disappears along ABCD. Along the
line segment AB, the motion changes to one containing
a third subharmonic component (i.e. e' < approximately
1.0). Along line segment BCD by suitable adjustment of
7' or e', the second subharmonic motion changes to one at
the forcing frequency (small mode).
Along line EFG by suitable adjustment of 7' or e1,
the second subharmonic motion changes to motion at the
forcing frequency (small mode). Along line HIJ by suitable
adjustment of 7' or e', the motion at the forcing frequency
changes from small to large mode.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1980
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Australian Computer Journal welcomes Letters
to the Editor for publication, either to comment on the
contents of recent issues, or to discuss topics in computing
likely to be of interest to the Journal’s readers. Letters
are not refereed. However, the Editor reserves the right to
make changes of a stylistic nature to any letters published,
or to return letters for modification should they contain
anything regarded as unsuitable for publication.
A NOTE ON MIRRORING PARAMETRIC DATA
BASES
A parametric database is employed by “parametric
users” (Date, 1977) and consists of one or more para
metric data sets. A data set is parametric if its definition is
fixed, that is, if the entities contained in the data set, and
the relationships between those entities, are “frozen”
over time. Any change in data set definition would result
in a new parametric data set. Each parametric data set is
drawn from a version of some central data base(s) at a
particular instant in time. A central data base is defined
here as a collection of data relations that are available for
more than one user, and has specific structures controlled
by a central authority usually referred to as the Data
Base Administrator.
Khalil (1979) indicated the necessity to “mirror”
parametric data bases, that is, to compare the observ
ations of the parametric data sets and the central data
base and update the parametric, data sets if any change is
detected. Given the volatility of most data sets associated
with modern organisations and societies, it is crucial that
desired data consistency be maintained. Further, certain
data base users, such as researchers, may require a facility
to change the observations of some data series to particular
specified values. For example, an economist may wish to
simulate the effects of alternative hypothetical policy
settings by imposing various control values in some tuples.
It is neither desirable nor efficient (particularly when the
data set is a collection of observations that were gathered
from several other local or distributed data sets) to allow
such data manipulation to occur in the central data base.
That would infringe its integrity (Martin and Norman,
1979) and breach its security (Martin, 1973).
It would be desirable if Future Data Base Manage
ment Systems include facilities to enable the mirroring
of parametric data bases at certain points in time (usually
specified by the user). The concept of mirroring can be
extended to consider a central data base, within a dis
tributed data network, as a special type of parametric
data base. That would occur when a local central data
base has certain input data sets that are wholly or partially
dependent on another remote central data base. Clearly,
in such a situation, the importance of efficient data set
mirroring grows as the number of users involved expands.
The aim of this note is to generate interest in the
topic and to encourage various researchers to develop
methodologies and algorithms that would help the dev
elopment of this important feature for future Data Base
Management Systems.
K.S. Khalil,
Reserve Bank of Australia
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ERRATUM
I have just noted the omission of a line in the pub
lished version of my review of “Current Issues in Com
puter Simulation” on p. 55 of the May issue of the Com
puter Journal. The omission occurs in paragraph four as
follows (words omitted are in italics)
“ . . . and merit detailed examination, in particular,
the computer network case study reports on an ... ”
J.L.C. Macaskill,
University of Adelaide
SUPPORT FOR ACJ EDITORIAL
I fully support the editorial in May's edition of the
Australian Computer Journal.
To give an example of enduring Computer Science
concepts, while at Monash in 1970, l learned of the virtual
memory system (implemented on the then B5500), tog
ether with the associated concept of thrashing.
Earlier this year, I completed a COBOL program
ming contract on the recently released WANG VS system,
which supports a virtual memory system, and observed
with interest thrashing in a real system.
Although having worked in a commercial environ
ment from 1971 to the present date, this was the first
time that I, as a computer practitioner, had met with the
commercial occurrence of this particular computer science
concept.
I believe that there are many concepts, in which
the Computer Science graduate is trained, which do not
see commercial fruition until many years after the initial
point of training.
R. Hill,
7 45 Gailey Road,
Taringa, Q/d, 4068
MORE ON ACJ EDITORIAL
I should like to congratulate Professor Montgomery
regarding his editorial of 15 April 1980, published in the
May issue of the ACS Journal. The lack of acceptance of
Computer Science Departments within universities, as
outlined in the editorial, comes as no surprise to me.
Computers in universities both here and in the USA were
originally justified as research tools in mathematics and
science. As tools, computers were not originally seen as
difficult to use; in fact the first training courses in pro
gramming at Australian universities were usually quite
short — often about five days. The courses were closely
involved with numerical methods and mathematical com
putation. This was considered sufficient for the majority
of users although there would also be a small class of
analysts who would know something of computer archi
tecture.
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During the late 50s then, universities did not see
themselves in the market for training in commercial com
puting and, in fact, this was relegated to machine com
panies and eventually to technical colleges.
The prevalent attitude was, I contend, that there
was nothing to it, that a programmer was more of a tech
nician than a scientist since scientific method was not
employed in his task; rather heuristic ad-hocery.
Attitudes like that are rather long lived and diffi
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cult to dispel. They continue to manifest themselves in
the ways described by Professor Montgomery. It took the
computer profession about 20 years to realise that the
task of programming computers is non-trivial and one
supposes that it will take considerably longer to convince
persons who see themselves as being outside the computer
profession of it.
R. Philcox,
Deakin University
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Special Issue On
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
COMPUTER NETWORKS
The Australian Computer Journal will publish
a special issue on “Recent Developments in Com
puter Networks”, with special attention to develop
ments in Australia, in May 1981. The issue will be
under the Guest Editorship of Dr John Lions, Asso
ciate Professor of Computer Science, University of
New South Wales.
Research papers, tutorial articles and industry
case studies on all aspects of computer networks are
welcome. Some examples of suitable topics are:
Network design and implementation, Communication
facilities and protocols, Distributed processing, Net
work administration, Telecommunication policies and
planning, and others. Both full papers and short com
munications will be considered.
Prospective authors should write to:
Dr John Lions, Guest Editor
ACJ Special Issue on Computer Networks
Dept of Computer Science
University of New South Wales
Kensington, NSW 2033
A ustralia
for information on manuscript preparation require
ments. To allow adequate time for processing, full
papers should be submitted by 16 January 1981,
and short communications by 30 J anuary 1981.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Special Issue on
DATABASE MANAGEMENT
The Australian Computer Journal will publish
a special issue on “Database Management” in Novem
ber 1981. The issue will be under the Guest Editor
ship of Professor A.Y. Montgomery, Department of
Computer Science, Monash University.
Research papers, tutorial articles and industry
case studies on all aspects of computer databases and
information systems are welcome, as either full
papers or short communications. Prospective authors
should write to:
Professor A. Y. Montgomery, Guest Editor
A CJ Special Issue on Database Management
Dept of Computer Science
Monash University
Clayton, Victoria 3168
A ustralia
for information on manuscript preparation require
ments.
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16- and newer 32-bit word programs, allowing an orderly
and efficient transition from 16-bit to 32-bit computer
systems.
The computer can store up to two million characters
of information in main memory and can access up to 4.3
billion characters. Previously, Data General’s largest com
puter, the M/600, could access up to one billion characters.
The MV/8000 has several unique features, including
a built-in self-diagnostic capability so that checking can be
performed down to the field replaceable unit level, and a
user data security feature that incorporates an eight-level
protection mechanism.

AUSTRALIAN AGENT FOR NATIONAL
PANASONIC MICROCOMPUTERS
The Computer Company Pty Ltd, Milsons Point,
Sydney, is the Australian agent for National Panasonic
desktop microcomputers manufactured by Matsushita
Electric Communication Industrial Co Ltd, Japan.
These microprocessors, being used by small bus
inessmen as well as large organisations, incorporate the
latest advances in Japanese technology.
The two series in the range, JD-700U and JD-800U,
are available with either 32K or 64K of main memory
with the JD-700 incorporating a 5.25in disk drive and the
JD-800 an 8in IBM3740 compatible drive.
Models within the series are distinguished by the
use of either singled sided, single density drives or double
sided double density drives.
The Computer Company has developed a wide range
of application packages for use on these machines including
a comprehensive commercial accounting package as well as
general ledger, job costing, production control and payroll
packages.
Specialist packages designed and written by the
company cater for the needs of real estate agents, dentists,
retail stores and insurance brokers.
Prices range from $12,500 to $20,000 including soft
ware and hardware maintenance is provided by Standard
Telephones and Cables Pty Ltd.
The Computer Company Pty Ltd will be exhibiting at
the 8th World Computer Exhibition in Melbourne in
October.

TRANSPORTING COMPUTERS
HIGHLY SPECIALISED
Moving and transporting computers is a highly
specialised business, requiring the right equipment,
people who know how to handle delicate hardware and an
understanding of the needs of the data processing industry.
Over the years Grace Bros Transport has built up a
great deal of expertise in this area.
Every State capital branch of the big Grace Bros
Transport Group has a Computer Transport Division. All
have hydraulic tail-lift trucks with special internal fittings
to protect the contents and crews trained for the job.
For long distances the Group has a fleet of Air Ride
suspension trailers which are claimed to give the smooth
est possible ride for sensitive loads and which are exclusive
to the Group in Australia.
Each of these trailers has a large capacity and big
doors to take the bulkiest units.
As an alternative to road transport, the Group’s
domestic air consolidation division, Grace Air Australia,
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is available anywhere in Australia.
Visitors to the 8th World Computer Exhibition can
learn about the Grace Bros services available to the industry
by visiting their stand.

THE OPEN PLAN OFFICE SYSTEM
Over the last 20 years much has been written about
the benefits of the open plan office and much develop
ment has occurred overseas, particularly in Europe and
the United States.
The modern open plan office system approach
breaks with conventional thinking and considers the
office as a productivity centre which is expected to per
form efficiently and effectively, make the maximum use
of floor space and anticipate and prepare for changing
requirements in both these areas.
The individual staff member is situated in an area
which is designed after careful consideration has been
given to the tasks to be carried out and equipped with all
the facilities needed to enable the specified tasks to be
completed with a minimum of movement.
Even though partitions do not reach ceiling height
visual privacy is well catered for in the seated situation,
however the individual does not lose contact with his
co-workers as most people are able to view the entire
floor or department over the top of the screens when
standing.
The area of floor space required by each individual
is reduced because the work surface and storage and filing
units are mounted on the dividing screens close to the user
and within easy reach in the work situation.
Generous aisles preserve a feeling of spaciousness and
permit easy and comfortable access to other work stations
and between departments.
The Westinghouse system provides visual privacy
and locates storage facilities conveniently, resulting in
improved concentration and increased productivity.
The mid management strata is also well catered for
and the important status symbols are carefully preserved,
and up-dated create a work area specially designed to suit
individual needs. Executive chairs and fittings all assist the
middle manager to work more efficiently and more
comfortably.
The Westinghouse open plan office system now being
introduced to Australia is one of the leaders in the
American market and has been selected by many leading
Companies there including General Motors, Blue Cross,
Union Carbide, Readers Digest, New York Times and Inter
national Harvester.
Further information is available from Cemac Interiors
in all States.

THE ABC-24 MICRO-COMPUTER
A new micro-computer, with the flexibility to oper
ate in a small business environment or as part of a complex
network of computers, has been launched in Sydney.
It’s the product of the ingenuity of a small North
Sydney computer systems builder and a progressive Jap
anese manufacturer of computer hardware.
Named the ABC-24, the micro-computer has the
ability to function as the personal computer of a small
business proprietor or as part of a computer network
linking the offices of a major organisation scattered
throughout Australia.
V

Howto stock your
computer room,without
getting dialer’s cramp.
Just call The Source - Magnetic
Media Services. Just one call gives
you access to the world’s leading
names in media and computer room
accessories.
Names like Wabash, Verbatim,
Computer-Link, Durelink, Prima and
Johnson & Johnson, products like
tape, floppy discs, ribbons, com
puter room furniture and a long list
of accessories.
The range is comprehensive,
but if we haven’t got what you want,
well get it.
That’s why we’re called The
Source. It’s also why you should
never get dialer’s cramp again!
We offer a set of services too,
including tape cleaning, evaluation
and storage, ribbon re-inking and
cartridge reloading.
We’re Magnetic Media Services,
The Source. One easy call and we’re
yours.

MAGNETIC MEDIA

Will

N.S.W. 5 APOLLO PLACE. LANE COVE. 2066 PH. (02) 4261100 VSC 320 TOORAK ROAD. SOUTH YARRA. 3141 PH: (03)
2408288 QLD 146 LEICHHARDT STREET. FORTITUDE VALLEY 4006. PH: (07) 2291941 A.C.T. 25 LONSDALE STREET
BRADDON. 2601. PH: (062) 486751 S.A. GRANTHAM PTY LTD. 138 GILLIES STREET ADELAIDE. 5000. PH: (08) 2236261
W.A. J, H. COMPUTER SERVICES PTY. LTD., 4-6 BENNETT STREET. PERTH. 6000. PH: (09) 3252244 TAS. MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY PTY LTD., 8 MONTPELLIER RETREAT. HOBART. 7000. PH: (002) 344522
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The ABC-24 is the product of the Japanese compu
ter manufacturer, Ai Electronics, which produces a range
of ABC computers, and the creativity of G.M. O’Reilly &
Associates.
With the ability to utilise virtually all computer lang
uages, and to adopt various computer protocols which
allow it to link with other computers, the ABC-24 is
probably the most versatile so far in the creation of a
communications oriented small business.
The ABC-24 micro-computer can also operate in
exchanging information with others of its type, storing
the information necessary in a form of “main frame
work load sharing”. It is equally at home in conjunc
tion with a large main-frame computer.
The computer can carry out rapid adjustments to
stock levels and charge out the materials at the current
prices, on specially printed invoices, and then send a follow
up letter should payments run late. The computer can also
print out promotional letters, maintain the entire accoun
ting system of almost any business, analyse the time and
costs of employees in professional organisations such as
accounting practices, architects offices and the like, main
tain and develop job costings, and maintain and up-date
costings of a multiplicity of chemical formulas.

TRANSPARENT DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Tandem Computers Incorporated was founded in
November 1974 to meet the need 'for general purpose
fault-tolerant, multiprocessor, transaction processing and
message handling systems.
Tandem is currently ranked as one of the world’s
fastest growing computer companies. Revenues and in
come for the company increased 130 per cent and 129 per
cent respectively in 1979.
A Tandem NonStop system is based on multiple
independent processors connected by high speed inter
processing buses, using multiple data paths between system
modules and multiple power supplies. No idle back-up
components utilized only during failures are configured;
system productivity is the aggregate power of all com
ponents. On component failure, the Guardian Operating
System automatically reallocates the work load to other
system resources and the program continues uninter
rupted throughout the failure and repair.
The essence of Guardian’s ability to reallocate res
ources is the concept of geographic independence. Pro
grams can access any device in the system, irrespective
of the physical connections which exist. Application
programming does not depend on the processor or even
the node in a network on which a program runs.
Every Tandem system is already a network com
prising up to 16 processors controlled by an operating
system which sees all physical resources as logical files.
Expand, the networking software, is a logical extension
to Guardian enabling up to 255 geographically dispersed,
fully expanded Tandem nodes (4080 processors) to be
configured in a network of systems. Since the same geo
graphic independent mechanisms hold true data, terminals,
peripherals and programs on any individual system can
be accessed remotely from any system. With ENCOMPASS,
the relational data base management package, the data
base may be totally distributed across the network with
the assurance that the entire data base is available and
consistent.
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With Expand, a user views a network of Tandem
Systems as a single but distributed system. Programs
written for a single system run unaltered in a. network
even if the data base is distributed. Any programmer
capable of programming a local system can program for
a network.
Expand’s “best path” routing enables the system
to choose the fastest path between nodes; packets of
data are re-routed automatically if a failure occurs on a
communication line.
An Expand network can be connected using leased
lines or an X.25 public packet switch network.
Expand offers many advantages:
•
Tandem’s NonStop hardware and software elim
inates the computer as a source of network failures.
•
In conjunction with Encompass the Relational
Data Base Management System, a Common Cor
porate data base can be implemented across a local
or global network.
•
Local control over local processing while having
access to the network for load sharing and data base
access.
•
Substantial growth without change to application
or system software.
Tandem Computers distributed by: Management
Information Systems Pty. Ltd., 3 Bowen Crescent, Mel
bourne, Vic., 3004. Phone: 267-4133.
They will be on show at Stand No. 68 at the 8th
World Computer Exhibition.

3M PRODUCTS AT 8TH COMPUTER WORLD
EXHIBITION
3M has always been in the forefront in computer
magnetic media and the products which the company
is displaying at the 8th World Computer Exhibition re
affirm this view. In recent years, 3M has expanded its
range of computer related products to include a number
of accessories and computer peripherals.
Last year, 3M introduced its HCD 75 data cart
ridge drive capable of storing 67 megabytes of data on a
single 6in. by 4in. data cartridge. The formatted tape
allows random access to stored data and the high trans
fer rates make the HCD 75 ideally suited to fixed disk
back-up, program distribution, data interchange and jour
nal and archival applications.
3M technical staff are available throughout the
exhibition to provide complete details of the HCD 75,
and in fact all the products in the company’s Data Record
ing Products Division range.
The full range of disk packs and disk cartridges
manufactured by 3M are being displayed at the Exhibition.
Another product on display is 3M’s Scotch Brand
Diskette. The disks are available in both 8in. and 514in.
mini.
3M’s data cartridges and data cartridge drives also
form an integral part of the company’s 8th World display.
Supplementing these products, 3M is displaying
their Blackwatch Brand Computer Tape, Scotch Brand
Digital Cassettes, Instrumentation Tapes, 577 Impact
Printer Cleaner, Velostat Anti-Static Mats and “Shockwatch” Impact Detectors for rigid disk protection.
Information on the company’s Datashield disk
pack and disk cartridge inspection and cleaning service is
available also.
vii

Scotch Brand
Data Recording Products
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Scotch Brand Data Recording Products
for Minicomputer, Microcomputer, Small
Business Systems and Word Processing.

Diskettes (the full range including double
sided, double density).

Word Processing

Rigid Disks

Diskettes, Power typing cassettes, Mini
dictating cassettes, Micto dictating
cassettes, Personal/computing cassettes,
Magnetic cards.

Disk cartridges, Disk packs, Data Shield.

Magnetic Tapes

Computer tape (to 3200 ft.),
Instrumentation tape, Digital cassettes,
Data cartridges.

Flexible Disks

Anti-Static

Velostat mats.
Data Recording Products Division
3M Australia Pty. Ltd.
Sydney, 43-0455; Canberra, 47-4322; Melbourne, 543-2655
Hobart, 34-3104; Adelaide, 268-1122; Perth, 328-5244
Darwin. 81-5645; Townsville. 72-3735; Brisbane, 391-7844
Newcastle, 2-5461
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The Tandem NonStop Network
NODE

NODE

NODE

NODE

At last, there is one distributed processing network which lets all
of its users, whether they are in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,
London, New York or Fish Creek, Victoria look at the entire data base
exactly as if it were located in its entirety in Sydney, or Melbourne, or
Brisbane, or Adelaide, or London, or New York or Fish Creek, Victoria.
With Tandem’s GUARDIAN/EXPAND Network,
a local failure has no impact whatsoever on the
rest of the system, and best-route switching
automatically circumvents the trouble spot.
If there is a failure in the communication link,
the system will automatically go around it.
The system and the network stay up and
running, and best of all — the data is intact, its
integrity assured.

4080 processor network.
Here’s how to tie together 4080
processors: Easy. Interconnected in the most
beautifully simple way. Per the diagram. Pointto-point connections can be made between all
centres of overlapping activities, but are not
required. We can in fact tie the network
together with a single continuous line. And
there is no user involvement for pass-through.
To get from Brisbane to Perth, no user
housekeeping penalties are incurred from any
Node. It looks exactly as if all messages were
being transmitted only next door. And X25
protocol is available as well.

A unique and unified operating
system — free of geographic limits.

**,<**■.

The distributed/
centralized data base.
Totally transparent. With a split of geography
completely invisible to the user. Not the
separate interconnected data bases found in
other networks but a unified data base
completely and transparently accessible
throughout the network. No user, and no
application program, has or requires any
awareness whatsoever as to the actual
location of any segment of the data base in
the Tandem network. With a Tandem NonStop
Computer System, your data may be in
Ypsilanti, but it looks for all the world like it’s
residing right in your own local system.

r'if*rF

Keeping costs down and performance up.
No one can do that like Tandem. For the
differing needs at each node can be met by
the expandable Tandem NonStop System in
varying configurations. Single system
programming works over the entire network
and will continue to work regardless of growth
and complexity of the system. And because
this is after all a mini-based system, the costs
are low to begin with and add-ons come in
low-cost increments. Without one cent of
penalty on the original investment.

To get rid of a host of problems,
get rid of the host.
Having a host system in a network is
traditional. Unfortunately, it is also the
traditional point of concentrated difficulties.
For when the host goes down, so does the
whole network. And even if the host is only
suffering an intermittent difficulty, the integrity
of the data base is up for grabs, not only in
the host, but throughout the remote data
bases as well.

TANDEM COMPUTERS
DISTRIBUTED IN
AUSTRALIA BY:

Whereas most network operating systems
are created “on top” of prior operating
systems, at significant penalty, Tandem’s
Guardian Operating System was created from
day one for the multiple processor
environment. It treats all resources within the
system as files, both hardware and software,
and accordingly achieves complete geographic
independence, both for the user and for the
user’s programs. This is beautiful at any time,
and it is a lifesaver when increased work loads
call for an expanded system, more processors
and peripherals, and perhaps a new
configuration of resources. This is unique: no
reprogramming is required, not even
recompilation.
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